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Student Senate...
*s tallies election results
B> I 11/ Mil I II PALMER - BALL
News Kditor
Lasl Tuesday students were asked
to cast their voles for those
individuals they thought best would
represent them in the Student Senate
during the coming year.
There is no actual count of how
many students voted in the election,
according to Steve Foster, president
of the Student Association. "To the
best 1 can remember of last years
election the vote seems to have been
lighter this year in the colleges of
Arts and Sciences, Law Enforcement and Education and heavier in
Applied Arts and Technology, Allied Health and Nursing and Business." he said.
The Progressive Party made a
strong showing according to Leslie

Pehlps, a Progressive Party member
and a new senator from the College
of Applied Arts and Technology.
"In the four colleges that the
Progressive Party ran, we came in
first in three of them." Six of their
party members were elected.
Listed below are the new student
senators and the number if votes
they received.
Allied Health ami Nursing
JoeC. Armstrong
Timothy Curl
Lori Denzler
David S. Hacker
Jeanene Krebs
Sharon Milby
Pamela J. Patterson

13
16
24
27
35
23
25

Applied Art* and Technology
Mike Ditchen
Tammy Harris
Nancy J. Hathaway
Jeff Heine
Dale Holbrook
Marc S. Kidd
Robert G. Moser
Leslie J. Pehlps
Charlie Smith
Carol Vitato

43
61
51
48
50
50
50
91
54
36

College of Arts and Sciences
Bob M. Atkinson
Jenny Bishop
Patricia Black well
Linda Brunton
Karen Chrisman
David W Kidd

61
71
91
67
82
67

See TALLIES p. 14

^considers new association
By ELIZABETH PALMER - BALL
News Editor
During their first meeting next
Tuesday the new Student Senate will
be asked to consider joining the
newly formed American Student
Federation (ASF).
Last week it was voted by the old
Senate to withdraw from the United
States Student Association (USSA),
which is also a fairly new organization that was formed, this-)ias<
summer at the National Student
Association (NSA) Congress by the
merger of the NSA and the National
Student Lobby (NSL). The University was a member of both.

It was after this congress that a
group of dissatisfied students decided to get together and form a new
organization that they thought
would better represent students
throughout the country.
This group of students represents
almost all areas of the country
except the area around New York.
"We conflicted, more or less, with
the ideas of these students," said
John Cooper, vice president of the
University's Student Association.
The goal of the new federation is
stated as that "the Federation is
dedicated to creating a national
student organization that will merit
the membership and meet the high

expectations of the nation's students."
"What this means," said Cooper,
"is that members of the ASF will
present themselves in a professional
manner and be looked upon as
individuals that people in Washington can deal with."
As things are set up right now a
school's yearly dues to the ASF will
be SO dollars. If that school wishes
to become a charter member it is
asked to donate 300 dollars.
Whether the University joins and
then becomes a charter member is
up to the Student Senate, said
Cooper.
See CONSIDERS p. 14

>s faces party politics
By SHELBY WHITE
Staff Writer
Tuesday's Student Senate elections saw the establishment of a new
political party, the Progressive
party, on campus and with the new
party came controversy with the
older Unity party.
Dwight Hutchinson 19, a newly
elected senator for the College of
Business, told the Progress Tuesdav
during the election, "they played a
dirty trick on us. We thought Unity
was dead but during the election, it
suddenly sprang back into existence
and flooded the ballot."
Hutchinson, who received 100
votes, more than any other

r

candidate, said, "In the College of
Business, for example, the Progressive candidates were put in the
corners of the ballot and Unity
candidates were in the middle. It
looked like you didn't have any
choice but to vote for Unity."
Hutchinson said the reason he was
surprised by Unity's showing was
thai Unity had done little campaigning.
Hutchinson said the reason Unity
dominated the center of the ballot
was that there were only ten
Progressive candidates running on
the various ballots (including five
write-ins) while Unity had at least
five candidates on every ballot.
Six candidates from the Progres-
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A new shuttle service has been
initiated from the three major
parking areas on campus--for
coeds. See the story on page
three.
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sive party were elected to the senate.
Student Association Vice-President John Cooper told the Progress
yesterday that the lay-out of the
ballots "was done in duplicating.
We had nothing to do with it."
Cooper added that the reason the
Unity party did not campaign
was there was no need to since there
was little competition to fill the 54
seats in the Student Senate.
Cooper and President Steve
Foster, who were elected last year on
the Unity ticket, both said that this
year's Unity campaign was run
independently of them.
"I have talked to the Unity
candidates just as I have talked to
other senators and candidates. 1 am
not a part of the party in any way. I
campaigned for nobody. I remained
neutral in this election," said Foster.
Foster said that to the best of his
knowledge, this was the first time
parties had formed in the Senate
elections.
See FACES p. 14

Greek games
Tense moments resulting in joyous shouts of victory permeated the
campus this past week. The success
of the Sigma Chi Derby and the
Lambda Chi Watermelon Bust created an enthusiastic ambiance
around campus that is not always
present in mid-September.
In the photo above, Linda McMann,
a
junior
special
education major from Louisville,
needed steady nerves and a steady
hand for the egg competition in the
Derby.
First time participants' Alpha
Kappa Alpha took first place in the
Sigma Chi Derby.
Pictured right, another first time
participant, Delta Sigma Theta,
placed first in the sorority division
of the- Watermelon Bust. Felicia
Williams shows the trophy while
Mabel Robinson and Barbara Rice
give support.

m \*

Making her own music

Barb Hawley's job suits her to a't'
By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor

Barb Hawley, a junior commercial art major from LOIUSMJUC, utilizes her
talents through t-shirt art. Hawley works diligently in her room trying to fill
orders for her popular t-shirt, patterns. -

Barb Hawley's a frustrated rock
star turned t-shirt salesman.
She admits she'd quit school and
run off to sing in a band, if she had
the chance.
But she realizes that her main
talent's in her fingertips painting
caricatures not in her lungs, unlike
her father who excels as a barbershop singer for the "Louisville
Thoroughbreds," a five-time world
champion chorus group.
v
The 20-year old commercial art
major does most of her art work on
t-shirts, a not-so-lucrative, always
fun business she's been into since
she was 15.
About three weeks ago, Hawley
had her own "You Name It I Paint
„" U...'.^ the-University's fall
Arts and Crafts Festival, where she
sold 32 t-shirts at $7_ a shot well
before the 6:00 p.m. 'deadline and
netted S45 after paying a S10 booth
fee. Si to $2.50 for every tube of
paint and S3 a t-shirt.

^

Her t-shirt operation in high
school was more of a word-ofmouth deal, where students would
come to her with their own t-shirts
and ideas and she would go from
there, at a standard rate of S3 a
finished product.
She's never made a killin' on any
of her t-shirt ventures, but she's met
a lot of people and gained a lot of
experience taking orders and coming
up with designs that she can be
proud of, and that the customers
will like.
She usually spends three to four
hours on each t-shirt depending on
how elaborate the pattern is and she
won't sell a shirt that's not worthy
of her initials, BBH, that she places
at the bottom right corner of her
designs.
- ^_r
Some of her best drawings nave
come about v/vhile listening to
"Lonely Wind" or "All the
World," Kansas tunes sung by their
lead singer, Steve Walsh, her idol in
the mellowing-rock scene.

■■M

Her pride and joy recently was a
"Kentucky Loves Kansas" t-shirt
she painted using the same lettering
they had on their last two albums.
That she sent to Atlanta, (in care of
a friend of a friend who just
happens to live next door to Walsh)
in hopes that Walsh will receive it.
Hawley, a junior from Cbuisville,
confesses she's a ham and she'd
probably be the happiest person
alive if he were to pop up on stage
at his next appearance wearing her
t-shirt.
She'd know for sure if that were
tp happen. She's seen Kansas in
concert six times and she's not likely
to miss Walsh if he's ever within
reasonable distance.
Other designs she's done that
stand out in b" mind include band
logos on t-shirts, a large, silly-looking, Flintstone-type dragon -she
often does, and a shirt she co-designed and silk screened for the
Lambda Chi Watermelon Bust last
year, where she ended up walking

away with the "seed-spittin' ";
record of 19 feet 7 inches.
Some of her more professional art
projects have been done on materials other than shirts.
When she was a senior at Louisville's J-town high school, the
painted a guy sitting on a pillow
between two huge speakers with his
legs crossed and his hair blowing on
the side of a van for the Clark
Sound Service in Louisville.
The owner of the Sound Servide,
was also a teacher at J-town at the ■
time and he promised to fix Haw-;
ley's father's stereo if she would
paint his van. The repair job on her
Dad's stereo wcfuld have cost close
to SI,000, so she figures they didn't
get a bad deal out of that one..
Another biggie for her was some
promotional eigrj she painted .l«»tu
spring-Tor Trigg Black Productions, i
and his "Waky Ramblin Raft
Race,", held in Louisville this put
summer.
See BARB p. 14
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Editorials
Learning goes beyond the class
HEYyJAKE, YOU
RECKON WE
OUGHT X TRY
SOMETHING ELSE?
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A university has much more to
offer than the classes that appear in
the bulletin each semester.
Learning experiences can go beyond the classroom and many
students do not take advantage of
them.
One learning resource after another seems to only be scratched at
(he surface by the students.
One prime example is the library,
a vast storehouse of over 382,000
volumes. During the last fiscal year,
July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978, only
291,000 volumes were checked out.
At the most, one half of the total
volumes in the library were checked
out.

Books are not the library's only
staple. A total of 3,300 subscriptions are received and stocked in the
periodicals section.
Out of the over 500,000 microfilms in the library, only about
14,000 a year are utilized.
Library officials have commented
on the lack of attendance in the
facility. At times. Earnest Wehyrauch, dean of the library, says there
are as few as SO students there.
There are other areas where
students are not taking full advantage of what is offered them. The
Free University is one area.
In the past there have been several

u
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Free U classes that have had to be
canceled because of lack of enrollment.
This semester about 25 Free L
classes will be offered for the
student body. It remains to be seen
how many students will take ad van
tage of these opportunities.
These are but two of the learning
opportunities offered by the University to students at no (or little) cost.
There are others.
These are opportunities that will
never be available after students
leave the University. They should
take advantage of them while there
is time.

Parking
Appeals
Committee
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University community. The commitThe Parking Appeals Committee
tee was of the opinion that the
was created as part of the recent
creation of one parking appeals
parking reorganization. During the
committee would be more desirable
deliberations last year by the
than creating a multitude of
Parking and Transportation Advicommittees to hear parking appeals
sory Committee, it was decided that
from staff, students or from persons
the parking appeals process was in
'who were-not associated with the
need of revision.
Universitv community.
The existing system provided for a
lengthy appeals process involving
ror this reason, the committee set
Division of Public Safety personnel,
about to reorganize the parking
the director of Public Safety, the
appeals structure to provide for a
student court and the vice president
representative body and a University
for Administration.
wide approach to the parking
In fact this system provided a
appeals problem.
different method ol appeal for
employees and a different method
Members
of
the committee
for students. In addition to this dual
surveyed a number of campuses
approach, the system also placed the
throughout the country to determine
Division of Public Safety in the
how they handled the parking
position of both enforcement and
appeals process. From the data
adjudication of parking violations,
collected by these members it was
a position that was not considered
apparent that a unified parking
desirable.
appeals committee consisting of
To the commit lee it appeared that
employees and students appeared to
the parking problems on campus
be
the
desirable
method
of
adjudicating parking complaints.
were a total University community
problem and not simply a problem
The
final
committee
report
relating to one segment of the
recommended the creation of a

Parking Appeals Committee to
include students, faculty and staff
representation.
It was agreed that the committee
would meet once every month to
review appeals submitted by individuals who allegedly committed on
campus parking violations and also
provided the mechanics for the
committee to review an individual's
violation history and to make
recommendations relative to the
suspension of privileges for those
individuals with five or more
violations in a semester.
In order to streamline the appeals
process, it was agreed to by the
committee that appeals would be
submitted in writing and that the
petitioner could make a personal
appearance before the committee if
he or she so desired.
The committee was also provided
with the authority when conditions
or situations warranted, to make
recommendations relative to the
improvement of parking services in
relation to problems involving
engineering, education, enforcement or other pertinent problems.

Find something new Editor's mailbag
During that first year of college, a
lot of changes take place in a
student's head. Most people call it
"growing up," but that term sounds
so juvenile.
,
Whatever it is, it undoubtably
• occurs. The diference in a freshman
and an upperclassman (not meaning
to stereotype all freshman as
innocent children who sit around
| and worry about fitting in, just
ying one's first year at college is a
big change from home and naturally

nalism; law; business; sociology;
humanities; art; etc.
More specifically, interns at
WCLA worked for congresspersons
and Washington lawyers, at the
White House, for various publications, at government agencies, for
lobby groups (Common Cause,
Congressional Clearinghouse for
Women's Rights, Congressional
Black Caucus), at museums and
with acting troupes, just to name a
few.
Many interns fell right into jobs

>,

Sarah
Warren
Experiences teach
after their internships ended and
those who went back to college (the
interns came from all over the
country) for another year went back
with a lot more confidence in
themselves, a much clearer understanding of working in the "real
world" and friends and contacts in
Washington and all over.
While most interns weren't paid,
some were and some scholarship
money might also be available
through the University.
If an entire semester is too long to
be away, take advantage of one of
the week-long trips offered by the
various departments. Group rates
and subsidies keep the costs way
down.
Another reason to take advantage
of college planned trips is that they
often offer opportunities to see
things that would be unavailable if
one went on his own.
all
On a recent trip to New York,
It's too bad it doesn't always communications students, visited
CBS, McOraw Hill and Madetnoav
ao work that way. One may get a job, •**
Magazine, and had interbut then there's the rent and the car
payment, if one can even get off views with faculty from Columbia
work. Maybe three years later the and New York University, with
money will have been saved up and reporters from the Associated Press
along with one's husband, or wife and with New York's Mayor
Edward Koch (check next weeks is
M and kids, one can take a vacation.
br Sorry, it just won't be the same.
sue for more details), all of which
•* :-•*• ' '-uversitj li affiliated wit!. - _„-»4 have been inaccessible to the
O*
program called the Washington average tourist.
II noining else, .don't go to
If Center for Learning Alternatives
Daytona Beach for Spring Break
and
it
is
open
to
all
majors.
»•
again this year. New experiences are
V Internships are offefed in Washingthe only way to learn, the only way
ton, D.C. in law en forcemeat and
to grow.
corrections; political science; jourtakes some adjusting to) is that
upperclassmen have left a secure
place (meaning home), gone somewhere new and managed to make it.
At college, forced to do things on
their own, upperclass students have
become a little more secure in
themselves and it shows. They have
grown emotionally.
•
This emotional growth shbuld not
slow down, however, once one has
made it through freshman year but
it often does. Students should look
for and welcome new experiences
outside the classroom, outside the
campus, to stimulate their emotional growth and the best way to
find these new experiences is to
travel.
Of course, the next line is, "I'd
love to go places ... New York,
art California, Europe ... but who can
lev. afford it? I'll wait until I graduate,
,1 get a job, save some money and then

t

Interesting
oddities
Editor:
In reference to Ken Tingley's column
oT Sept. 21. he stated that Kentucky
"didn't have a professional team of any
kind." Well, even though it isn't much of
a headline grabber, the rookie league
team in Paintsville is considered by the
Major League Baseball Association as
professional.
Also he stated something about the
Ohio Valley Conlerence not having any
teams from Ohio until this year. This is
definitely true and interesting.
Another interesting oddity I recall
involved the Missouri Valley Conference which a few years back listed
members from New Mexico to Kentucky (Louisville). I don't believe a
team from Missouri was in that conference.
Finally a true and interesting event
of another variety
the sports
columnist winning second place in his
own paper's football contest. Egad.
Gary Rice
1301 Commonwealth

Parking complaint
Editor:
I am writing due to a concern over the
new parking regulations, especially as
they relate to the Brockton area. I am
a graduate student and a Brockton
resident, both of which are very underrepresented minorities in Eastern
student life and government, but that
is not the nature of my complaint.
In the Eastern Kentucky University
Motor Vehicle Parking Regulations.
Section II, paragraph C. subparagraph
2c. it reads: "Married Student Parking
Limited to Brockton residents only.
Brockton residents restricted to one
vehicle only."
Section VI further States: "All persons living in the housing area will have
one parking space per apartment within
the Brockton Zone. Only General
University parking facilities are
available to those individuals with
additional vehicles with the one permitted in the Brockton Zone." " ' My complaint concerning these
regulations and their enforcement is
three fold. First, my family was not
notified of these changes in Brockton
parking regulations until the day we
went to register our vehicles. All
previous jnformation released concerning the new regulations made no
mention of the- Brockton changes
Without any advance notification, we
were unable to make any plan* *~ ~»—
to properly abide by %r~. «~_-. ;,_.
Second, it seems that my family; and
possible others, are being discriminated
against because wfc own two cars. My
wife and I" are both full-time students,
registering and paying for our cars
separately. I will be completing my

thesis this semester, and in connection
with that. I will be forced to travel a
great deal. As my daughter has a
serious medical problem, my wife needs
a car available in case an emergency
arises. We need two vehicles, and yet
the new regulations restrict the
operation of our personal property.
Third, the regulations as stated above
are apparently being circumvented.
There are two families living in the
Brockton trailers who each have two
vehicles with Brockton stickers. In one
of the families, the husband works for
the Eastern security force; in the other
the husband is a Richmond police officer. Two men who should know the
parking rules and regulations and who
are expected bj society and their fellow
students to enforce t hese same rules and
regulations, are apparently circumventing them.
The above statements contain the
bases of my complaint. In hope that
something can either be done to bring
about equal enforcement of the rules. I
am sending copies of this letter to: Mr.
Thomas l.indquist. Director of Safety
and Security: Dr. Lawrence J. Chase.
Ombudsman: and Fr J.C. Powell,
President. I merely want to find out why
we were not informed in advance of the
new rules, and why there is not equal
and fair enforcement of the new rules.
Jim E. Austin
660 Brockton

Bookstore blues
Editor:
It certainly is startling to find that in
these days of spiraling book costs, the
onlv student bookstore in town can
afford to discard garbage cans full of
text.
Last Tuesday morning, Sept. 12, as we
passed by the loading ramp outside the
bookstore we noticed some books
strategically placed among boxes and
other trash.
Upon closer examintation we
discovered that these were brand new
books which had apparently suffered
minor water damage.
However, this in no way affected the
readability of the books and certainly
any student would be proud to carry
these books to class. As we rescued
several of the books from the asbcan a
passing pupil exclaimed, "I just paid $15
for that book."
There were at least a dozen copies of
"Introduction to "Psychology" by
Fernald and Fernald, "Radio and.TV
Broadcasting" and "How to Study in
College" along with several others.
It seems a shame that there couldn't
be better use made of these 'amaged'
books considering all the needy students
walking around camnus.
■. " « \» give
that boons away --either to a library, a
used bookstore or on a first come first
serve basis to our own students as
damaged merchandise.
Considering the monopoly situation
they enjoy, it makes one wonder exactly
what the emphasis Eastern's bookstore

places on student welfare as opposed to
their own profits
Patrick H. McHaffie
Melanie Wickham
Box 263, Coates Bldg

each day.
Finally, these myths worsen, have
become weaker as reality crudely pokes
its image through the good ol' American
way of life: one-half mile car trips to
McDonald's, 35 minute showers. 12 am
to 6 a.m dorm lights burning for no one
and the emphasis of our thinking placed
on ever important college activities,
Editor:
with the argument that our fairy-tale
Have you ever looked in the mirror, world of four years will not be smeared
winced at the hideously reflected image, by issues that guarantee to be waiting
then layered and caked what you didn't outside the gym while graduation
want to see with far too much tem- exercises occure.
porary and even more hideously applied
There is a group on campus that
make-up? You have ... and you continue strives to make you aware of the choices
to do so.
we face. This group promises one thing
The mirror is what bombards us only: energy issues pervade and unite
every second, minute, hour, day. week, our entire world and the promise is that
month and year of our lives, facts their disaster strangle hold tightens and
concerning our finger in the hole of
still has much more power to cause
the -dam relationship of 1978.
great damage. The Coal-Energy Club
The hideously reflected images are will force you to admit the dillemma we
our own products - things we swear to all face.
never place upon our children's world,
Steve Pollock
but rapes we guarantee more and more
—113 Brockton

Coal - Energy
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Van shuttles coeds from major campus parking areas
By DAVID WINTERS
SUff Writer
A new shuttle service is now available
to transport coeds from outer fringe
parking areas to the various women's
dorms.
A specially marked van picks up
female students from three major
parking areas and transports them to
their dormitories.
The van presently runs from 6 p.m.
until 2 a.m., Sunday thru Thursday. A
schedule is being maintained where the
amount of time a coed must wait is
minimal.
Thomas Lindquist, the head of
Campus Security, states that in the near
future telephones will be installed at
each of the lots involved. Then, those
needing a ride may simply call and a
van will be dispatched to their location.
This is opposed to the present system
where the van makes rounds, and
women are asked to wait at the entrance
to the lot for the van to return.
Presently, the service extends to
three parking lots: the Van Hoose Lot.
the Begley Lot, and the Alumni
('oliosurn Lot.

iphoto by JAMES KELLEVI

Sandra Keith, a junior business education major from
Jackson emerges from the van being used to transport

When asked why the new shuttle
service was being run. Lindquist stated
that. "The reason is two-fold. First, it is
to encourage coeds to park in outer
fringe parking facilities, and secondly,
it is for crime prevention."

Since last year's rape attempts,
Security has been deluged with requests
that something be done about the safety
of the campus parking lots.
However, Lindquist charged that the
reason for women being singled out to
receive this service is not just because
of the rape attempts. He said that
women are forced to walk much farther
than men because their dorms are
located on the opposite side of the
campus from the majority of the
parking facilities. He did include that
there was a possiblity that the service
might be expanded to men. also
sometime in the future.
When asked whether he thought that
excluding male students in this way was
fair, Lindquist stated, "I don't want to
get involved in any of that."
However, there are many people who
did want to get into the question of the
fairness of the shuttle bus.
Campus Attorney. John Palmore, did
choose to comment on the legal aspects
of this move. Palmore stated in an interview. "Legally, this type of
discrimination is acceptable. Because
of last year's rape attempts, the
University does have the right to enact
measures to insure the safety of its
female students. The morality of
whether it is right to show preferred
treatment to female students is another
question entirely."
A number of students were asked

what they thought of the idea of a shuttle
van "for women only."
The women were pretty much in one
accord. One co-ed said it for the group
when she commented. "I think it is a
great idea It really makes the campus a
lot safer."
The male's asked were not quite as
united in their feelings. The majority
thought that it was "outright
discrimination." But, a few thought that
il was good that the women were being
looked out for.
One male said it best when he referred
to last year's incident involving the
band which was not allowed to perform
at the men's basketball games because
of the outcry from the women's team, "I
think that it is silly to discontinue a
worthwhile thing just because you can't
have it for both sexes. Like the band at
last year's basketball games not playing
just because some females couldn't
have the same luxury."
Finally, members of Campus Security
were asked what they thought of the
idea. Most thought that it was good
When asked about the complaints that
some men were making, one official
stated, "I knew there'd be chaos. It just
figures that someone would come in and
grip*-"
Despite the mixed feeling surrounding
it the shuttle van is rolling Coeds who
park in any of the three lots involved
will get a ride to their dorms.

coeds from major parking areas around campus.

News develops on the home front too
Since the Aug. 21 issue of the
Progress, 1 have been trying,
apparently somewhat in vain according to my critics, to relate to my
fellow students the major current
events of the world.
I admit, most everything I've
written about seems far off from the
easy going university environment.
By my observations, students here
are not worried about inflation.
Cars are so abundant that there's
not . enough convenient parking
spaces- From the crowds downtown
every night, most people have plenty
of drinking and pinball money.
Students must be passing the green
stuff around to local merchants by
the amount of student oriented
advertising.
How much influence does the new
Pope John Paul I have on the
average student, Catholic or not?
He doesn't even speak English.

So just to be different, this week
I've decided to concentrate on the
latest state and local news. For those
of you not from Kentucky - sorry if
it's boring.

1 think most students believe that
the Camp David summit was ok, but
that's it. Nobody seemed overly
impressed. Even 1 wished the three
men had waited until after the
premier of "Battlestar Calactica" to
announce the success of the
negotiations.

Carroll Chimes. The 43 bells are
named after none other than Cov.
Julian Carroll and cost $400,000.
Two metropolitan Kentucky cities
are a safer place to live in lately,
according to statistics from the
FBI's public information officer.
The FBI's statistics show a seven per

cent decrease of crime in 1976 to
1977 in Lexington. The crime rate in
Louisville decreased 14 per cent.
The growing stockpiles of coal in
the eastern Kentucky area have
resulted in slowdowns in the mines.
Coal operators have been complaining about the poor railroad service
in getting the coal moved and have
had to put miners out of work.

Covington, Ky. has been in the
process of revitalizing the downtown area. The center point of Main
Strasse Village area will be the

Lisa
Renshaw
A local look. . .
In order to ease the situation, the
Senate passed legislation giving the
Interstate Commerce Commission
the power to order the railroads
(L&N specifically) to provide more
railroad cars so that the coal can be
transported.
State Rep. Louie Gunthner said

that he opposes extending the
deadline for ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment. Gunthner is challenging U.S. Senator
Waller "Dee" Huddleston for the
Democrats senate seat in the next
election.

People Poll
Does the University offer its students enough activities
and eiUertaiameat?

The U.S. House of Representatives voted to extend the deadline
for ratification of the ERA and the
U.S. Senate is expected to vote on
the extension this week.
U.S. Senator Wendell Ford has
been working long hours trying to
get President Carter's compromise
natural gas pricing bill to pass in the
Senate. Ford is a member of the
Senate Energy Committee and is
responsible for getting the legislation passed.
The final vote on the compromise
bill is expected to take place on
Wednesday.
Closer to home, the Richmond
city council is trying to decide where
the new dog pound should be
located. The topic caused heated
verbal debate at the last city council
meeting. Anyone having any suggestions should report them to any city
council member.
Jamestown, Ky. — anything?

Coles
Raymond
M.D. Thc Russ^ns
are coming. . .

Card sharks* m

. • • .'

Linda Green, foreground, a senior from Leatherwood, and Viola
Hendrickson, a senior from Cumberland, -peruse the card rack in the
University Store which features a complete assortment for holidays and
various special occasions.

*»;

.

Hot new information about the
flu.
After the sorry experience of the
Feds management of the swine flu
program, a lot of people are turned
off by the whole subject.
But let me point out to you that
while we offer the flu shots AT
COST every year, we rarely get over
200 takers, and they are mostly
faculty. Also let me emphasize that
our three doctors and five nurses
saw about four thousand cases of
"flu" (or upper respiratory infections most of which were flu) last
February alone-thc shortest month
of the year.
Sure the kids were pathetic, and
struggling to stay up with their
studies under the most miserable of
handicaps. Just thc same, my dear
old student knotheads, it tends to
curdle the milk of human kindness
when for two-and^a-half bucks you
have a 80 Vi chance of avoiding the
whole thing altogether, and, IF you
get it, a very nearly, 100* chance of
being- less sick for less time.
But oh no, that's too easy! So
thousands upon thousands of \oa
flood our facilities, and sit shivering
and miserable sometimes for hours
waiting for a three or four minute
"^h which is all we can oner wnen
wt are so crowded, trying to get
relief from a condition for which
there is a great deal of prevention

and absolutely no cure.
As I say, in view of the Feds sorry
swine flu performance, it is hard to
take them seriously. Nevertheless,
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING in
the form of Russian flu, according
to the Public Health Services
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.
You may note that there are many
known strains of flu-Hong Kong,
Victoria, Texas, Russian and I have
no doubt a whole bunch so far
unrecognized.
Here's what Feds' Dr. Hinman
says: "The Russian Flu hit almost
exclusively children and YOUNG
ADULTS in late winter and early
spring mainly at military installations, service academies, high
schools and COLLEGES" (emphasis added). He goes on to say it is
"reasonably likely there will be
(Russian) flu this fall or winter".
So, we are going to have flu shots
available at cost, against last year's.
. prime bugs, Texas and Hong Kong
fr3 (the Texas vaccine protects
against Victoria strain, tod), PLUS
against the RUSSIAN FLU. These
shots have been ordered, and we'll
let you know when they get here.
Next week, I'll talk about side
tfii~w<*,[ JMrs versus benefits, how
we provide them and practical stuff
like that. You're crazy if you don't
check it out!!

Beadle*
Paul Veraspy, senior - Recreation, Richmond. "I think there
could be some more concerts."
Terry Riley, sophomore - Retailing. Harlan. "They do offer enough
activities, it's just students don't get
into them as a whole."
Jamie Beadles,
freshman
Springfield, Ohio. "I feel there
could be more, but then the school
year hasn't really gotten underway
... maybe more concerts.

Iplmto by STEVE iROWNI

Crow
Julie Crow, senior - Accounting,
Louisville. "No, there aren't
enough concerts. They haven't had
a good concert down here in ages."

Naomi Prather, freshman Accounting, Richmond. "Yes, I
think so ... football games, pep
rallies ... there's clubs for every
major you're in."
Lisa Smith, freshman - Executive
Secretary, Cincinnati, Ohio. "Yes. I
like the movies. I always %9- to
those."

Fullbrights available
Attention, graduate students:
The Fulbright Scholarships for the
school year of 1979-80 are still open for
study in various countries. If interested,
contact Jack T. Callender, Director for
International Education, Room 428.
Begley Building (622-1446).
The campus deadline for having

materials in is October IS, 1978 and the
National Fulbright deadline for final
submission of materials is November 1,
1978. There are examples of what this
program is about on the bulletin board
in Powell Building (Floor 1), on the
bulletin board in the Graduate Office
and in the Graduate Dormitories

Time, answers question
Should girls be alloweo to go to •
college? In l°«8, a new^"*"***"" to the
problem of over-crowding was made.
Kick all girls out o.' CJU^V . This theory,
started a *"« when two typical
University students were asked ~~
question..
This Is the response given by one

studmt in the March 7.19SS, issue of the
Pratreas: "Girls should not be allowed
to go^to college. It would make more
sense, and probably be a lot easier to
educate the campus -a^s than the
campus coeds. Since ertnraU.^ #oanen
serves only to make their ignorance
more dangerous, it seems rather
pointless...."^

. I «. Vol. 67. No. 5
Ttw Eatarn Progrtu
Thureday. S.pt.mb.. 28. 1978

First time participants

AKA wins Sigma Chi Derby
Bv MATTHKW l>l KM \M
Staff Wrilrr

sororities went to the top of the Family
Dog for a talent show

■Participating for the first time, the
sisters of Alpha Kappa Alpha won the
Sigma Chi Derby held last Sunday. The
events were held at the chapter house

The next event was girls making a
complete change of clothes in a sleeping
bag

The main event Friday was the Derby
Chase in which the sororities tried to run
down Sigma Chi's for the derbies they
were wearing. That night was an open
party out at Mill Trace Farm.

The third event was muddy as the
competitors had to find as many golf
balls in a mud pit as they could in a two
minute time limit.

!

for the first time in two years and
placing after the AKA's were the Alpha
Delta Pi's finishing second and the Chii >''s coming in third.

Before the game on Saturday all the
sororities were introduced and the girls
formed a tunnel for the football players.

An obstacle course was the fourth
event with an egg race, a wheelbarrel
race and a four legged race all run in
succession

fThe Derby began last Thursday at the
pep ralley for the game against East
Tennessee where the eight competing
sonorities displayed pep banners and led
cheers After the pep ralley. the

The actual events were Sunday
beginning at 2 p.m. with the first event
having the girls ret reave three eggs out
of whipped cream with their mouths.

The derby ended with the coaches
event, which had all the coaches in the
mud. and a party for the winning
sororities

Regents make faculty
evaluation mandatory
By ROB DOLLAR

i• University

Staff Writer

**

President J.C Powell
announced to the Faculty Senate Sept.
l), that the Board of Regents had approved a recommendation calling for
mandatory student evaluations of
faculty.
,The plan involving the mandatory
evaluations was recommended last year
by the Faculty Senate and is scheduled
td be implemented into University
pilicy during the 1979 Spring Semester.
According to Dr. Lola Doane,
chairperson of the Faculty Senate.
every college and department within the
University presently has a committee
that is working on the implementation
process of the evaluations.
Doane also stated that the Faculty
Senate has an Ad Hoc Committee
charged specifically with the responsibility for introducing the evaluation
process into University policy
She further commented that the main
purposes of the mandatory evaluations
would be the improvement of instruction, as well as the opportunity for
students to evaluate classes they are
taking.
When questioned about whether the
plan for mandatory evaluations
received any opposition from faculty
members. Doane replied that like any
other plan there were points that needed
to be ironed out. but that "it was
thoroughly, thoroughly discussed by the
Faculty Senate."

She went on to add. though. "I don't
remember the vote being close at all."
Doane also indicated her belief that
the evaluations might help establish a
positive working condition between
professors and students and help draw
the two groups closer together.
Student Association President Steve
Foster called the approval for mandatory student evaluations of faculty
"one of the most beneficial steps the
University has taken so far."
According to Foster, it was the
Academic Affairs Committee of the
Student Senate that originally came up
with the idea for mandatory student
evaluations of faculty members last
year.

by saying that its greatest value would
be to individual faculty members, who
would receive valuable information on
how their instructional techniques were
perceived by students, as well as
suggestions for improvement.
Powell called the evaluation process a
"valuable tool" of faculty evaluation,
but stressed that it was not the only tool
and possibly not the most important.
He further commented that he did not
foresee any problems arising from the
mandatory evaluation process, so long
as student evaluators provided honest
and objective data.
Powell concluded by stating that he
presumed students would view the
evaluation process seriously and not
abuse it

However. Foster added that the plan
the Student Senate sent through
University channels and the plan finally
recommended by the Faculty Senate
were "very similar" and that he was
totally satisfied with the evaluation
process approved by the University.
He stressed that a great deal of time
and research had been put into
developing the evaluation plan and that
the models the plan had been taken from
had been proven successful in the past.
He i eta red to the approval of the
mandatory evaluation process as
"something we needed for a long time"
and indicated that he was "really happy
with it."
University President J.C. Powell
described his satisfaction with the plan

Students may find Friday. Sept 29 a
good day to register to vote when the
Richmond League of Women Voters
takes voter registration to McDonald's
on the Eastern Bypass.
McDonald's is giving a free sundae to
anyone who registers there on that day.
The League will also be at Jett and
Hall Shoes on Saturday. Sept 30 to sign
up voters at that location.
To vote in Madison County, one must
be at least 18 years old by the date of the
election. Nov. 7: an U.S. citizen: and a
resident of the precinct for 30 days prior
to the election.
The last day to register for the fall
election is October 10

TOWNEPresents
CINEMA
»oo

MAKING

Starring ANNETTE HAVEN
and JOHN HOLMES

i

Grad inspects strip mines
A University graduate. Debra
Hockensmith of Frankfort, gave up all
the modern conveniences of home to live
in a rustic cabin in Pike County as a
strip mine inspector, the State Bureau
of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement reports
Although most people would not want
to be in a situation where it was part of
the job to tell coal operators how they
must conduct their operations to avoid
enforcement actions, she looked on it as
a challenge
Her job with the Bureau, a part of the
Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources
and ■ Environmental
Protection, is told in a recent issue of
EKO Kentucky, a publication of the
agency. Debra. a 1976 EKU graduate,
earned the B.S. degree in the Environmental Resources Program
directed by Dr. Pete Thompson.
"It's the best job I've ever had,"
Debra said."There was a challenge
there and I felt like the department as a
whole would feel the impact of my efforts."
While most people would also feel that
the tasks of enforcing state reclamation

Sorority Mmicots,
GiHwate
TV * Radio
Repair
k ii-IOTUXiAl 10*

BATED XX

Smith runs from a sorority member for fear of his
derby.

laws and regulations would be more
difficult for a woman than for a man.
Hockensmith found that she actually
had an advantage over her male
counterparts.
"They (the coal operatorsi were
hesitant to say anything to me because
they didn't know exactly what to say or
how to say it." she said
From other male inspectors she
learned that coal operators were
"scared to death" of her for two
reasons: "One. because I was a girl and
two. because they thought I was an
environmentalist from 'down state' who
was out to shut down strip mining.'
she said
When asked if she ever had to deal
with a hostile operator she said that
there were a few times when some of
them "got hot" but that was because
ihey didn't fully understand the purpose of a state inspector," Hockensmith
said
"They thought we just wanted a soil
sample for the record." she added. "But
once they could understand that we
were taking the samples partially for
their benefit so that they wouldn't waste
seed or over-fertilize in reclaiming the

land, we got much more cooperation."
Hockensmith found that she had to not
only adjust to her job as a reclamation
inspector but also to the lifestyle in Pike
County She suddenly became aware
upon her arrival that she was an alien to
the Appalachian culture
"Appalachian society is just a contained culture in itself." she explained.
"The people are just a little suspicious
when you first meet them They'll find
out your name and say. "You're not
from around here are you? - that's their
first reaction, but once they learn that
you can be trusted, they are the friendliest people in the world."
Hockensmith believes that her job
broadened her outlook on strip mining
because she now realizes a lot of people
in the coal industry have environmental
concerns of their own.
"Now I am able to look at any issue
concerning strip mining from two sides
if not more." she said
She has recently been assigned to a
special task force within the Bureau in
which she is helping to set guidelines for
the federal Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act

YOUR <*rONE-STOP ^V
SHOP!

Midnite Thursday & Friday

18 ID
• Required

Iphoto by STEVE BROWN)

The Derby Chase, the main event of the Sigma Chi
Derby, creates an air of perpetual motion as Mark

Special
Admission
*2.00

PHONE
623-2390

COLOB

NoveltieM
Houtewares
Appliances o\
Plumbing Shorn

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

112 E. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

-vv* Record Shop

Campus Cinemas 1&2
STARTS

616 Eastern By Pass

University Shopping Center

&&# -_^afe • uaniwii1

IYE coRDS

623-0588

Lowest Prices
on 8 Track Tapes
la Town

TOMORROW

^*£5U*(

Now if s time for a
CHEECH * CHONG movie.
C * Ca "UP IN SMOKE"
will make you feel very funny.

GOTELITHE
lOFF

•S'jJ*^'Kummam [tt|

8 Tracks

So don't go straight to see this movie!
LAST DAY!

Because there's going to be nothing straight
about a CHEECH * CHONG film
Every generation has had their own
comedy duo: the 3Cs had Laurel and Hardy.
Abbott & Costeflo broke up the 40's
and Martin and Lewis
realty fractured the 50's.

*

i

1 m

, 7:30 — 9:30
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

■

RECORD SHOP

^gajMUHB

DRESS OPTMNAL:
TCCANCT
REQUIRED!

CHEECH & CHONG have helped make
the 7(Ts go IIP IN SMOKE."
CHEECH St CHONGftre the comedy team
that gave birth to rock comedy
and in the process of turning on »' .
a whole generafion, sold ten million albums,
picked up numerous awards, including
Cash Box and Billboard's best comedy duo,
* and a Grammy for their album,
■rLosCocbJnos."

Expire* Oct. 5, 78

7:30 9:35

Paramount Pictures PrtMnte
ALouAdferProducton

THEECH

"A RIOTOUS FARCE...
HERE, AT LONG LAST,

No. 4 Portar Plaza

6234)302

SMALL
ANIMAL
MEDICINE
NANCY K. FINLAY D.V.M.

l/HONGS

623-4732
Third Street On Right
Off EUrnesTvIill Rd4
AonndjtomUnwnolhWi [ij — * UNtvrruM
UWI\
*■■■

PKTUW

"Wmrn

302 Longview Drive
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Special interest courses
These courses are designed for community members and Education Units (CEU's) are awarded for participation in
no prior college experience is necessary. They are conducted Special Interest Courses on the basis of one CEU for each ten
in an informal and non-competitive environment. Continuing hours of instruction
Building A Room
Fee
Beginning
Course
' Time * Dsy
Date
COURSES FOR CHILDREN
Oct. 3
Campbell 314
SI6.50
Arts & Crafts (Ages 7-12)
4 30-6
Tues.
Oct. 6
Weaver Dance Studio
* 9-50
Ballet (Ages 5-8)
3 30-415 Fri.
Oct. 6
Weaver Dance Studio
* 9.50
Ballet (Ages 9-1 5)
4 15-5
Frl.
Oct. I I
Begley 119
SHOO
6-7
Boys' Gymnastics (Ages 8-15)
Wed.
HOBBIES
Beginning Beekeeping
Contract Bridge

HOME INTERESTS
Do-lt-Yourself Home Repair
Oriental Cooking
Solar hnergy For The Homeowner

FINE ARTS
Ceramics
Painting
Literature
GROWTH A DEVELOPMENT
Adventures in Attitudes
Back-to-School Survival Skills
Behavior Modification
Handwritinf Analysis:
You Are What You Write
Introduction to Parliamentary
Iphoto by STEVE BROWN I

Step 'sun'
Tammy Pappas, freshman music major from
Louisville, can't resist the chance to relax and enjoy the

sun's warmth. The Ravine becomes a popular place as
the cooler weather comes in, paving the path for fall.

Cannon 'blasts' the Army
By KAREN LEWIS
Guest Writer
Lieutenant Douglas Cannon, command information officer at Fort Knox,
Kentucky, feels that efforts should be
made to "humanize the Army."
This, he said, is achieved by involving
servicemen and women in community
projects like local parades and sky
diving exhibitions to demonstrate their
skills
Cannon spoke to students as part of
the Department of
Mass Communications Speaker Series last
Tuesday

Cannon, a graduate from Ohio State
University with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in journalism, blames inaccurate information for the low public
image given the Army. By regularly
RivinR officers and enlisted men useful
information related to the military
service, misunderstandings and false
rumors can be prevented.
As command information officer
Cannon's main concern is to dispel the
poor image the public has of the United
States Army by providing accurate
information to both private citizens and
army personnel

Cannon, who has held his position as
command information officer for 14
months, says that he finds his job fun
ana challenging.
Because the job market is tight
students majoring in public relations or
journalism might consider working in
military public affairs. Cannon urged
I hat those interested take a civil service
examination before graduating and to
request a position as a civilian public
relations officer for the Department of
the Army These positions tend to be
stable and offer regular salary raises.

Women avoid mining degree
By GINNY EAGER
Organizations Editor
When the University made available a
coal mine administration major many
young men immediately joined the
program. But very few young women
have picked coal mining for their major
One of the reasons for the lack of
interest could be the fact that girls are

not aware of the tremendous job opportunities in the field of coal.
With the Equal Opportunity Employment laws many firms began
looking for qualified women to hire. I )r
Jack Griffith, an instructor in the coal
mine administration program, has
recently received letters from companies such as Island Creek Coal
Company and the National Mines
Corporation.

Tues.
Thurs.

Oct. 3
Oct. 5

Carter 10
Begley 207

S27.00
$22.00

6:30-9:30 Mon.
Tues.
7-9
Thurs.
6-10

Sept. 25
Oct. 3
Nov. 2

Ault 347
Burner Cooking Lab
Ault 142

S24.50
$22.00
$27.00

630-9:30 Thurs.
6:30-9
Thurs.

Oct.
Oct.

Campbell 110
Campbell 420

$27.00
$27.00

Stratton 245
Keith Hall 205
Wallace 232
Combs 230

$27.00
$24.00
$22.00
$16.50
S 9.50

6-8
7-9

Procedure
Pre-Retirement Seminar

630-9
6-8:30
6-8
630-8:30

Tues.
Wed.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

7-8

Tues.

Oct. 3

Wallace 331

6:30-9

Thurs.

Oct. 19

Stratton 238

Oct. 2

Campbell 325

J 50
°
S 7-50
$19.00

Oct. 3
Sept. 27

Combs 431
Wallace 345

$22.00
$16.50

Thurs.
Tues.

6:30-8:30 Mon.
Speech In Communication
HISTORY AND CURRENT AFFAIRS
Tues.
6-8
A Short History Of Madison County
Wed.
7-9
U.S. and World Affairs
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Basic Swimming for Adults
(Ages 16 and Above)
Beginning Rock Climbing
Dancing
Fxercise & Weight Control
Intermediate Swimming
(Ages 16 and Above)
Modern Dance
Racquet hall
Recreational Volleyball
TECHNICAL SKILLS
Auto Mechanics
Bicycle Safety
Driving Skills Improvement
Private Pilot Flight Ground Course
Motorcycle Safety
(Ages 14 and above)
Preventive Safety Maintenance
Self Defense for Women

6-8

Tues.

Oct. 3

Weaver Pool

$19.00

9-2

Sat.

Oct. 7

Begley 203

$13.50

6-7:30
6-8

Tues.-Thurs.
Thurs.

Oct. 3
Oct. 5

Weaver 101
Weaver Pool

$27.00
$19.00

Oct. 2
Oct. 5
Oct. 2

Weaver Dance Studio
Begley R/ball Cts.
Weaver Gym

$20.50
$22.00
$16.50

Ault 142
Stratton 232
Stratton 232
Begley 525
Stratton 232

S27.00
S 8.00
$13.50
$27.00
$30.00

7-8:30
M°n
6:30-8:30 Thurs.
7:30-9
Mon.-Wed.
6-10
9-12 noon
6-8:30
6:30-8:30
5:30-9

Mon.
Sat.
Mon.
Mon-Wed.
Mon.'

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.

2
7
20
2
2

6-7:30
7-9

Wed.
Mon.

Oct. 4
Oct. 2

Stratton 233
Stratton Gym

$12.50
$24.30

Basic Hunter Safety Education
Getting The Most For Your Money
Woodworking: Beginning

7.9
6-8

Tues.
Thurs.

Oct. 3
Oct. 5

Begley 413
Burrier 201

Free
$16.50

Part B
Woodworking: Intermediate
Part A:
Part B:

6-10

Mon.

Oct. 30

Ault 241

$27.00

6-10
6-10

Tues.
Tues.

Sept. 19
Oct. 31

Ault 240
Ault 240

$27.00
$27.00

OTHER SPECIAL TOPICS

These companies express a desire to
see more females enrolled in the coal
mine administration program The jobs
are available for the women but there
are not any qualified women.
Griffith is also the advisor to the new
Coal-Energy Club and one of their objectives is to make women aware of the
need for females in the program
Any interested girls should call
Griffith at 622-4078

.

Contact The Division of Special Programs - Ph. 1444.
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SPECIAL GUESTS

BF0

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11,8 PM
TICKETS
ON SALE NOW
ttKl'K ALL SEATS RESERVED

FRIDAY, OCT. 6, 8 PM
TICKETS
ON SALE NOW
ta oo »' oo ALL SEATS RESERVED

IN lEXING'ON LE*WGION CENTER DISC JOCKEY
BOTH LEXINGTON McCALPINS W LOUISVILLE
BEE THOVENS MOUSE Of MUSIC LEAIHEBMEA0
BOTH SUBWAYS PHOENI* RECORDS * ALL VINE RECORDS

IN LEXINGTON- LEXINGTON CENTER DISC JOCKEY
BOTH LEXINGTON McCALPINS IN LOLHSVIILE
BEETHOVENS HOUSE OF MUSIC. UATHERMEAD
BOTH SUBWAYS PHOENIX RECORDS 4 ALL VINE BECOBOS

ORDER BY MAM. NOW

ORDER BY MAIL NOW

fkcsb

^

LADIES CASUALS
MENS WEAR

SEND SELF AOOBESSEO STAMPEO ENVELOPE AND CEBTIf IE0
CHECK OB MONEr OROEB PAYABLE TO LEXINGTON CENTER
TICKET 0«ICE INCLUDE 50« FOB HANDLING SENO TO
OOOEUt BMOS CO 1EXINGTON CENIEB TICKET OFFICE
430 W VINE LEXINGTON. KY 4060'
FOB INFORMATION CALL 233 3466

SEND SELF AOOBESSEO STAMPED ENVELOPE AND CEBTIFIED
CHECK OR MONEY OROEB PAYABLE TO LEXINGTON CENTER
TICKET OFTICE INCLUDE 50« FOB HANDLING SEND TO
NEIL YOUNG. GO LEXINGTON TICKET OFFICE
430 W VINE. LEXINGTON KY 4050'
FOB INFORMATION CALL 23J3S86

LEXINGTON CENTER'S
RUPP ARENA

LEXINGTON CENTER'S
RUPP ARENA

Big Hill Ave. 623-5894

rt/NSHINE/ENTAM/SUNSHIr**;

For Loving, For Caring,
For Sharing , . .

•;

SPECIAL GUESTS

\*ALT£K£GAN
FRIDAY. SEPT. 29. 8 PM
TICKETS
ONSEATS
SALE
NOW
U 00 K 00
RESERVED
ALL

L£X»IOTON-L£XI»OTON CENTEB 0t9C JCCKE Y
BOTH LEXINGTON McCALPINS IN LOUrSVULE
BEETHOVEN S MOUSE OF MXJSC LEATMEIWEAt)^
BOTH SUBWAYS PHOENIX RECORDS 4 ALL VWE RECORDS
N

ORDER BY MAN. NOW
HEART C O 1.EXINGTON CENTc" TOE I OFFCt
430 W VINE LEXMOTON KY 40V0'
FOB INFORMATION CALL 233 3666

LEXINGTON CENTERS
RUPP ARENA
^ONSHINE/ENTAM/SUNSHI***-

UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES

September
28, 29, 30
6:30 P.M.
9:00 P.M.

FILMS INCORPORATED

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM
CAST:
WOODY ALLEN,' DIANE KEATON, TONY
ROBERTS, SUSAN ANSPACH, JERRY LACY

Flowers Do It!

Village Florists
FREE DELIVERY
12S S. 3rd
. 623-0340

■ tosirr snewooDnooucno.

i

■ •■ocumOTT* DEE AMTBOMT
......... MICHAEL SCHTJLTZ

MONEY
TO LOAN

PETER FRAMPTON
THE BEE GEES
"SGT PEPPER*S

On Anything Of Value

LONEL* HEARTS CLUB BAND'

. JIM'S

STEVE MARTIN A »*--, .
i

IHCuUOUUTITUI

AEROSMTTH

PAWN SHOP

ALICE COOPER

EARTH WIND & FIRE

Buy -Sell -Trade- Pawn

BILLY PRESTON

GEORGE BURNS

Bus Station
S. third

SH0WTIMES 7 & 9:15

Richmond, Ky.

.

T
0
W
N
E

C
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October
6:30 pm
8:30 Ml

"It's a very funny movie . . . worth the
time of anyone who finds the pauses
between Allen films a spiritual drag.''
OCTOBER 4
-Vincent Canhy
6:30 a 830
New York Times

OCTOBER B.B
7:00 8. (9:00

OCTOBER 7.a

7:00 ft 9:00

-r—

■;
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Placement Pipeline
Placement Pipeline will be a weekly
feature from (he Division of Career
Development and Placement. It will
include a variety of features designed to
help students in their career pursuits.
Campus Interview Procedures
1 All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building 622-2765
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Office. 319 Jones Bldg Monday
Friday from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FYI
or the Eastern Progress
4. The minimum requirement lor
scheduling an interview is the completion and Tiling of a data sheet. This
form is part of the Placement
Registration Packet which is available
in the Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building. A
complete set of placement credentials is
recommended to support your employment or Graduate school search.
Interviewers

Positions:
Academic Backgrounds
Pilot
All Majors
Infantry & Artillery
All Majors
Officer
Law Enforcement
Military Police &
Majors
Corrections
All Majors
Intelligence
>
Financial - Acct. Accounting - Finance
Bus. Adm
Supply Officer
Pre-Law
Judge Advocate
(Law School Required)
Special Marine Officers Training
Hrogram for Underclassmen.
j platoon Leaders Class IPLC)
; Qualifications: Enrolled and maintain
aj.'C" point average plus 1-2 Summer
i^mp training sessions depending on
ytaar in school.

Benefits: S100 per month stipend for
academic year. Commission 2nd
Lieutenant upon graduation, special
options in law or aviation.
Sign-up for personal interviews in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement Office. 319 Jones Bldg
General information booth will be set-up
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Oct. 3-5 outside
grill area in Powell Building.
Wed.. Oct. 4 Monroe Shine & Co.
ICPA)
Positions: Staff Accountants
Qualifications: B.B.A. or MBA. in
Accounting
Note: Interview preference will be
given to Dec. 1978 graduates.
Wed.. Oct. 4 Burroughs Corp.
Positions: Marketing Mgmt. Trainees
i Sales)
Qualifications: B.B.A. or Masters
degrees in Bus. Adm.. Math or Computer Science.
Note: Interview preference will be
given to Dec. 1978 graduates.

Johnson Ball Room - Opportunities for
1978-79 nursing graduates to contact
prospective employers and undergraduates to gather career and
employment information.
Student Organizations - Need a
Program?
Division staff are available for career
or employment presentations upon
request Most recruiters are very
willing to discuss career opportunities,
interview-procedures, resumes, etc.
with student groups during their
campus visit. Please contact the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building for
additional program information.

F<'«^

1

f

(f-tef

Part-time Employment Off-Campus
1. I Two) Home Decorators needed by
Richmond employer to work part-time
i morning hours preferred) $2.75 per
hour.
2. (Four) Food Service positions in
Richmond I By-Pass area) part-time
openings with flexible hours.
Dec. - May Graduates

Thurs & Fri , Oct. 5 & 6 NCR Corporation
Positions: Graphic Arts, Accounting,
Programmer - Systems Analyst. Sales &
Industrial Engineers
Qualifications: B B A. or MBA. in
Accounting: B.B.A. or B.S. in Computer
Science or EDP; B.B.A. in Bus Adm.:
B.S. in Industrial Technology for
Graphics & Ind. Engr positions

Additional October Recruiters
Oct. 11 - Sears Data Center

Oct. 12 - Vanderbilt University - Owen
Graduate School of Mgmt.
Oct. 17 - Prudential Ins. Co. & Moore
Business Forms '
Oct. 18 - Kentucky Department of
Justice
Oct. 24 - Ira A. Watson Co.
Oct. 27 - Clark Equipment Co.
Nursing Career Day
Tuesday. Oct. 3rd 1 - 8 p.m Keen -

Placement registration packets can
be picked up at the Division of Career
Development & Placement Office, 319
Jones Building.

Round table
presents
Lincoln
Madison County's Civil War Round
Table will present a dinner and film in
the Faculty Dining Room of the Powell
Building Friday. Sept 29, beginning at 7
i.m.

For the admission price of $5. a dinner
and the film "Mr. Lincoln" in its
original uncut version will be included.
The film will be presented by Max
Harrison. He has acted in over 150
Cowboy Movies during the Golden Era
of motion pictures. Recently, be was
spotlighted in a program on KET

25% Off

Misses' sweaters.

SHOP DAILY
9:30 til 5:30
Fri 9:30 til 8:30
Sat. 9:30 til 6:00

Take cover in fashion sweaters of warm
textured acrylic and acrylic blends. Great
styles in favorite stripes and solids Sizes S.M.I
Striped cowl-neck. Reg. $14 Sale 10.60
Pomtelle pullover. Reg. $14 Sat*
10.50

Son 1:30 til 5:30

tJCPenney

This
is

The end
off the
Brown
Bag

:

Blues
"W

...and the beginning of an exciting
new era in mid-day dining.
Domino's Introduces a tasty alternative...pizza for lunch.
Great when you're too busy to get
away because Domino's win
deliver it to you. hot and delicious,
within 30 minutes.
So break up the routine...have a
pizza for lunch!
Hours:
11:00am-1:00am Sun.-Thurs
1 1 00am-2:OOam Fri.-Sat.

Past. Free Delivery
119 S. Collins
Telephone: 623-7724

»

Dmtg'fi Mmamtut Wo. 2
FASHION CLOTHING FOR
THE MEN. FASHION SPORTSWEAR
FOR THE LADIES

t»

&

%pi*

20%

ALL LADIES
SPORTSWEAR

MONROE
SUPER 500
15%
WITH ID ft
THIS AD

OFF

EXTRA HEAVY
SHOCK FOR
MAXIMUM
OFF RIDE
CONTROL

Fale Fashions

We reserve the right to
limit our delivery area.

CORDUROY SET,
VINYL JACKET.
LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS,
SKIRTS & SWEATERS

tfUtutuear 5io. 2
it Habits' l^portBUiear

BOUQ'B

Uaiversity Skoppiag Ceater

A Colonel Clnb Member

J^*"""* *>•

I VISA I fMASTERCHAKGhl .LAY-AWAY AVAILABLE
■*-r

'■»»»»i

■

.

*18"
EACH

real extra
heavy-duty
shock absorber.
Full 1% inch bore
piston that's twice as large
as a standard shock. Takes
the toughest kinds of bumps and
bounce and smooths them out for a
stable ride. Get all this plus world-famous
Monroe quality.

• ^NONROar

DEPENDABLE AUTO
SUPPLY
463 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
623-4280
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EASTERN PROGRESS

FOOTBALL CONTEST

1st PlaCC •» i^jjM.gJHJ-^
$6

2nd Place

Gift $Certificate from Dougs Men's Wear
and 6 Worth of Groceries from A&P
3rd Place $10 Gift Certificate from Britts
4th Place $6 Gift Certificate from Winnecke's
5th Place The Ncw R«lcase From Alias
From Recordsmith

•

Last Week's Winners
1. Rowland Roark
2. Dean Acker
3. Sammie Pigg
4. Jim Plummer
5. Steve Woodring

Contest Rules

1. To enter the contest, contestants may either use this page or an identical
contest page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor
Jones Building.
2. Entries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered
to the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be
mailed to Eastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building, Eastern Kentucky
University. Richmond, Ky 40475.
3 Winners will be notified by telephone. Winners names will be published each
week.
4 Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry. Mail entire
contest page.
5 The decision of the judges each week will be final
6. Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game. It could mean
vour winning or losing.

Thompson's IGA
By-Pass

Shoppers Village
l Kentucky

VS

KIRK'S*^

.. .

TO IGA

WATCH REPAIR

ENGRAVING DONE IN STORE

JEWELRY REPAIR

| JLouiarilla VS Indian* St. I I

Bamboo Garden
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Luncheon Special
Dafy Mon.Eri.
SHOPPERS VILLAGE

*1

n

623 305O

88

Indiana VS Nabraaka 1 I

EASTERN
Wins by

Name.

Loses By
Points Against
Austin Peay

Add._

The Camera Shop
We're Equipped To Meet All
Your Photographic Needs
I ] Northwestern VS Colorado I )

»

tecot

Phone.

623-6400

brazier

s$8$Shos-

$

[ ) Florida VS Miauaaippi St. I 1

Andy's
Pizza Place

COLONEL CLUB MEMBER

623-2264

By-Pass

VS Purdue I I

WE HAVE SHIRTS & JACKETS
FOR SOROROITIES & FRATERNITIES
I IGaorgia VS South Carolina I 1 EASTERN BY-PASS

623-9517

CURRIERS
MUSIC WORLD

Snugs HUcnauiear $fa. 2
Lower Level of the University Shopping Center...
COLONEL CLTJB
For The Most
Fashionable Clothing Around
I iMorehead

GUITARS
SHEET MUSIC

. .-.
( lAkron VS

03»

AT

5>

Your

°9tf.

One
Stop

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

623-7724
4:30-1:00 Sun.-Thur
4:30-2:00 Fri.-Sat,
I iKaneaa VS Miami. FLA

Has it

University Shopping Center
I IMkhioan VS

. _
win*. I 1

Fast Free Delivery

University Shopping Center

/fetid

EM,.,„

623-6010

( I Iowa VS Ariiona I I

VS Murray I 1

Duke I 1

SUB CENTER
Serving outrageous sandwiches
Free
Delivery

1 Miamiri VS Oklahoma ( 1

I I Western Kantucky. VS Eatt Tann I I

FURNITURE CENTER

III I If V| MM

Complete line of quality furniture priced

>3mcrrcasfcrDrirc drive-in

25% - 40% below retail
LK)WNTOWN - RICHMOND - 623-3163

Richmond's

624-2435

Radio/hack

'Complete line of albums and 8 tracks."
University Shopping Center
I I California VS Waat Virginia ( 1

( ) Alabama VS Vandarbilt I I

I iMinneeota VS

UCLA ( 1
Open 10 a.m. -1 »*.

EKU STUDENT DISCOUNT
4 " ------

263EmflinST

624 2424
'

'

".nlR WAY OF SAYING »•»*• "^
Offer good thru 10-15-7*
Show your I.D.

I Ohio St. VS Baylor I 1

i I Auburn VS Tannwaa* I 1
.*-

^^10%
OFF
uUR WAY Or-SAYlNG^i'^E BACK •
Family Shoe Center

-We deliver fast and free
■

■

We deliver to campus any order over $2.00
PTCDMOVDAPC
EASTERN BY-PASS

ALBUMS
INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Open Every r'itt Til 9

EASTERN BY- PASS

llewa St VS Oraka [ 1

Taylor
Sporting Goods
[ INotra Oama

623*5058

Oa',rU
nueen

"The Family Shoe Store"
UNIVEPSITY SHOPPING CENTER

to> Pizza Hut

Behind Jerry's
Eastern By-Pass

I l Wiaconain VS O-eoon ( I

B £r H Shoes

NEXT TO BIG K

6234667

University Shopping Center

TIEBREAKER

Maryland [ I

Nl XI

■

'

i •

i

. r '■'> -

*»

i^u.

"Onlv The Look Is Expensive"
BOUTIQUE

LOWER LEVEL

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
I iBoerlina Green VS Waat Mlaklgaa ( I

•

'■•■ ': ':■:■:.. r.
„
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Sports
Patton tanks way for three
TDS; Buccaneers routed
ually annoyed the opposing quarterback as they deflected six passes.
Quarterback, Bill Hughes rested
his ailing arm as the ground game
ate up 297 yards in the first half.
Hughes only threw seven times. He
completed five of them for 147
yards and two touchdowns. Both
were to sophomore split end David
Booze.
Because of his sore shoulder,
Hughes hadn't thrown before
Thursday of last week. "He didn't
throw long until just before the
game," said Kidd, "but Bill's a
tough kid."
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

By KEN TINGLEY
Sports Editor

'photo by STEVE BROWN:

Reserve fullback Alvin Miller is seen above turning one up field during
Saturday's 49-6 rout of the East Tennessee Buccaneers. Miller was the
Colonels leading ground gainer with 129 yards. The Colonels begin OVC
action this Saturday when they travel to Clarksville, Tenn. to take on the
defending OVC champs Austin Peay.

East Tennessee coach Jack Carlisle had confidence in them. Colonel coach Roy Kidd was afraid of
ovcrconfidence. Carlisle seemed to
know the Colonels better than their
own coach as Eastern romped to a
home opening 49-6 victory.
Carlisle had commented on the
Colonels earlier in the week. "They
look awesome to me." While Kidd
warned, "East Tennessee looks at
Eastern as one of their biggest
rivals, so I think they will really be
after us."
The Colonels were 'awesome' as
they rolled up the most points they
ever have against an East Tennessee
team. This included 642 yards total
offense of which 453 came via the
running game. This all came without the help of their all-OVC
tailback, Stan Mitchell, who did not
dress for the game.
The first quarter was typical of
the game. It was all Eastern and
sophomore, fullback Dale Patton.
Patton rushed for 69 yards and two
touchdowns in the first quarter
alone. He set up the first TD on a 40
yard jaunt to the 11 yard line. He
scored on the very next play and
after David Flores kick, the Colonels had all the points they needed.
"I was really surprised," said Kidd.
"I thought it would be a real tough
game.
The Eastern defense was outstanding as they forced six turnovers
on the day. This included three
interceptions and three fumble recoveries. The defensive line contin-

Eaton

Rushing - Miller II - 129 yds.,
Patton 10 - 108 yds., Hughes 6 - 79
yds.. Cox 8 - 30 yds., Braxton 18 66 yds., Parrish 2 - 27 yds., Issac 6-7
yds.. Prater 1 - 7 yds.
Passing - Hughes*5 - 7 - 1, 147
yds., Isaac 2 - 5 - 0, 42 yds.
Receiving - Booze 3 - 88 yds.. Cox
2 - 59 yds., Parrish 2 - 42 yds.
The Buccaneer offense proved to
be very deceptive early in the game.
The Buccaneers relied almost entirely on quick pitches, the option
and rollout pass plays. However,
East Tennessee was dealt a severe
blow when their leading ground
gainer Greg Wilson had to leave the
game because of an injury.
Despite East Tennessee's deceptive offense, the Colonels were able
to keep them at bay. The Buccaneers
managed only one sustained drive
the entire game. That drive led to
their only touchdown.

Joe Richard, Rickie Rhodes,
Chris Roberts and Fred Griffin all
excelled for Eastern's defensive
unit. Griffin led the defense with 12
tackles. Despite losing two line
backers to injuries (Tom Berger and
Greg Ford), Coach Kidd thought his
linebackers did an excellent job.
Eastern's offense made two
points last Saturday. They proved
they could be exciting and they
proved they had depth. The offense
proved it wasn't conservative when
they opened the game with an
end-around to Jerry Parrish which
gained eight yards. Kidd commented, "We opened with that type
of play to slow down the pursuit of
the defense. Besides with the kind of
speed Parrish has we thought he
might break it for a TD."
The depth of the offense really
came shining through. After fullback Patton had rushed for 77 yards
in the first half, sophomore Alvin
Miller got his chance. Miller broke
runs of 46 and 42 yards while
leading the team in rushing for the
day with 129 yards. "It is probably
the first time since I've been here
that we've had two fullbacks go over
100 yards in the same game," said
Kidd.
Back up split end Parrish also
looked good, breaking for 19 yards
on an end around and scoring on a
28 yard screen pass. Tailback, Bruce
Cox making his first start in a
Colonel uniform gained 30 yards on
the ground and caught two passes
for 59 yards. One of the passes was a
screen pass which saw Cox scamper
for 53 yards before being hauled
down on the 12 yard line.

Anita's Bridal Boutique

Our 1* Sale
Is Now In Progress

SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
RICHMOND. KY

Shoe Values *8,99 - * 18.99
A *

Buy One Pair at Regular Price
Get Another Pair of Equal Value for

*

Holiday Dresses

*

Fall Formats

* Tuxedo Rental
PHONE 606424-2200

Bobby Jack's Style Shop
1507 East Main Street
HOURS:
Tues. - Fri.
10 am - 6pm
Sat.
8 am - 2 pm

Andys PIZZA
PALACE

Bring This Ad
With You

We Deliver Free
Te Campus On Any
Order Over $2.00

For A

Tkt Bast Pizza,
Spaghetti. Subs
*fihfc*a*

Free Shampoo

Next door to

c&c
Bargain Barn
layer Cit
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

EASTERN BY PASS

623-5400

SUB CENTER
SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST.

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR
SANDWICHES
Sarvad on Whlta. Rya
or wtioia Whut Bread.
i «iuc. Tomato. Mayo.
Mustard or Onion on
ftaquaat. 10c axtra

ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
HAM
HAM & CHEESE..'
SALAMI (Genoa)
SALAMI & CHEESE
LIVERWORST...
TUNA SALAD,,
CHEESE...

■

n f^ rVI •••••••••

1.24
.1.24
1.24
1.34
.124
.1-34
1.14
124
.M • 14

COKE. SPRITS. TAB.......
J5
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA...
.31>
COFFEE........................ .25
ASSORTED CHIPSj......
M
HOT PEPPERS. JmmDf.:
05
KOSHEL PICKLESLICE......'...,..15

CHILI

mcludat Lattuca. Tomato. Onion, Chaaaa
Saitonmg and our own Top Sacrat Drawing.

MIXED

SIDt ORDERS

TQSSED SALAD....

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

.65

.45

•••••••••• •••••••• 1 .4 ;)•••••.••••• ••••••• ••2.10

SALAMI(Genoa)
ROAST BE.EF.
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.
TUNA
CHnbi

....."..... 1.46..
2.10
1.45
2.10
1.45.
2.10
1.45.
.....2.10
1.45
2.10
•
1 ^^•••••••••••••••••••« 2.10

Your eyes are the most expressive part of you. '
Yves Saint Laurent has created his eye designs to
enhance your personal style. Eyewear that is always_
I Saint Laurent yet importantly always you. Pay uc a
visit and view our complete collection of eyewear By j

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DrET THfNG" A-CHEF'S

SALAD CREATION

Portion* of Roaat Boat. Mam,
Turkay, Salami and Swlw Cnaaaa
on a Bad of Lattuca and Tomato
Sllcat and your cholca of
fVaniruj
. ..»!*•'

HOURS
MON-THUR. . 10am to 12pm
FRI-SAJ. . . . 10am to 2pm
SUNDAY
11am to 12pm

'

'*

DELIVERY
MINIMUM

$1.75

TINDER - KRAUSS -TINDER
Y6UR INDEPENDENT ' •*
OPTICIAN * "* >

., J«C»*IC»»ABaN<JTC*/0«lWlA£/fWNf^^

I

Bill Hughes provided some excitement of his own when he
rambled for 71 yards on an option
play. Hughes also eased any doubts
about the condition of his arm when
he lofted a 51 yard scoring pass to
David Booze.
GRID DUST: Eastern's kicker
David Flores continued his streak of
consecutive extra points without a
miss by kicking seven straight extra
points in Saturday's game. He has
now kicked 39 straight in his two
year career. Eight in a row this year
Ed Laski led the defensive linemen in tackles with eight. Fred
Griffin led the linebackers with 12.
Ed Finiella. also a linebacker had
nine tackles. Steve Fletcher led the
defensive backs with seven tackles.
Coach Kidd cited Joe Richard,
the junior noseguard as having an
"outstanding game."
Kidd also praised the offensive
line. "They have been improving
right along," said Kidd "Fsnecially, Darryl Lawson and Scott Bowman." Freshman David Dihrkop
was also mentioned for improvement by Kidd.
Freshman, Anthony Braxton,
looked good as Cox's back up. He
gained 66 yards in 18 carries and
scored his first TD of the season.
It is ironic that bast Tennessee
dropped out of the OVC to join the
more competitive Southern Conference.
Freshmen. Lloyd Fowler and
Tom White each picked off a pass
for the Colonels.
I
2
3
4
F
ETSU
0
0
6
0
6
EKU
14
21
14
0
49

.1
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'Maroon machine' to take on
defending OVC champs
K\ UIKISKI SHrHKY
Staff Writer
After a «»-6 "laughter" against East
Tennessee last Saturday, the Colonels
lace one of their tougher tests of the
year as they travel down to (Tarksville.
Tennessee to face the defending OVC
Champion Austin Peay Governors this
weekend
Cnder first year coach Boots Donnelly, the Govs. picked by everyone to

finish 'in' the OVC cellar, suprised the
conferency by finishing with a 6-1 slate
and an overall mark of 8-3 which
earned Donnelly "Coach of the Year"
honors in 1977.
Now in his sophomore season. Donnelly and the Governors are 1-1. opening
with a 21-14 victorv over UT - Martin,
then dropping a tough 17-13 decision to
Western Kentucky University.
Kny Kidd's Colonels definitely have
a revenge motive for this game. Last
year on a dreary, overcast day at

Intramural highlights
The liiii.uiHii.il track meet was
held last week and the results are in.
I he independent division ended in a
tie as Do it and C.N.C. both earned
27 points. I.I. Much came in third
with 23 points while PIT and The
Sheep tied for fourth with 20 points.
The fraiemil) division saw Sigma
Chi score 50 points lo win. Sigma
■Mpha Epsilon finished second with
41 points. Pi Kappa Alpha finished
third with 33.5 points in the meet.
The All Univcrsit) division was
taken by Do it with 27 points.
C.N.C. finished second again with
24 points. 1.1 . Much finished third
with 22.5 points.
Here are the individual leaders in
the All-l'imcrsiiv Division: Aothon>
Duncan, Daryl Baughman.
Nathaniel Gammons aitd Robert
I hacker won ihe 880 relay lor IXi It.
Jerome Mescher won the mile as ao

independent.
Sam Boldcn won ihe 440 yard
dash lor I'll. Daryl Baughman
proved (he fastest in the 100 yard
dash. John \\ alker won the 880 yard
iun while l)a\e Rogash won the 220

yard sprint. Both were independent.
Ray's Rejects captured their only
points as they won the mile relay. It
consisted of Mark Ricketis, Jerome
Meschcr, Donald Buford and Dale
llolbrook.
In the field events,
Gerry
Hamilton took the long jump for
T.F. Much. Americo Nicosia leaped
six feet to take the high jump as anv
independent. Jim Theiss was best in
ihe shot put for the Phi Delta's. Bill
C oleman T.D. Unlimited, and Phil
Wilson. PKA, tied in the discus.
The women's champions are as
follows: Annette Benedetti won the
mile and Mary Slander was a double
winner, taking both the 100 yard
dash and 220 yard run. Both ran for
C.N.C.
In the women's field events, Susie
Whidby was a double winner, taking
both the shot put and the discus.
Ruthie Adkins was also a double
winner taking both the long and
high jumps. However, Becky Kahne
tied Adkins in the high jump.
Whidby. Adkins and Kahne all
nlaved for B.S.U.

Hanger field, the Colonels held a 174)
lead over the Govs at halftime
However, the Governors battled back to
steal the game away from Eastern 2017.
Quarterback Randy Christophel. who
led the Governors on those three second
half scoring drives, returns for his
fourth season at the helm of the Austin
Peay offense, and hopes to improve on
his 95.8 yards a game average of total
offense which had him seventh in the
conference last year.
But this Governor team is marked by
optimism. As Donnelly said he "didn't
know what to expect" from this year's
team. Gone is the anchor of the defense,
■ that allowed only IS touchdowns last
vear) Bob Bible, who was named to both
Ml American and the All-OVC teams,
and who led the Govs with 99 tackles and
71 assists.
Also lost by graduation was the entire
starting backfield. Gone is tailback
Waddell Whitehead who rushed for 809
vards last year < 87 against the Colonels)
and fullback Coveak Moody, who also
returned kickoffs at an incredible 39
yards average.
But some new stars have popped up
for the Governors this fall. Tailback
Cosmo Cochran and fullback Donald
Brown have played excellently in the
first two games, and Christophel has
found a new target in flanker Keith
Wright iwho threw a touchdown pass
himself, last week) along with defensive
standouts Ron Sebree and Mike Betts.
The Defensive line is a question mark.
They've "played well at times" according to Donnelly although they did
give up 273 yards to Western last week.
228 of those were on the ground.
The Colonels hope that their "Maroon
machine" which is churning out over 480
vards a game in total offense will stay in
high gear against the Governors this
Saturday.

- r,

Bonus for first time donors with this ad.

2043 Oxford Circle
254-8047

Shopping Center
8 am-3 pm Sat.

8 am 9 am Mon.-Fri.

Get more ofwhat
you go for.

m

re-injure themselves. The cross^:
country team will probably co
out of this small disaster vc
respectfully and Sandy Martin
probably be the reason why.
don't go hide yourself in a clc
Sandy, it's just been one of til
bad weeks.
DIAMOND DUST: Congratulai
tions should go to Eastern's full|
back, Dale Patton. Patton
named UP1 Kentucky College Play*
er of the Week. The sophomore
gained 108 yards on ten carries and
three touchdowns as Eastern defeat?
ed East Tennessee 49-6.
Eastern's soccer club dropped tw«
more decisions this past weeke
but they did finally score,
dropped a 6-1 decision to Moreh
on Friday. Vince Wicker was
offensive player of the game whili
Zip Barriteau excelled on defense/
Saturday saw Eastern score twice?
but lose to Georgetown 5-2. Romed^
Solano was the offensive player o{»
the game and Neil Diamond was th£
defensive player of the game.
In accounting action, the accounting students scored an overwhelms
ing 23-6 victory over the accounting'
faculty in the annual picnic las£
Sunday at the city park.
»

Did you ever have one of those
Schaefer's injury appears to be
days when just everything went
the worst as the doctors continue
wrong? Things got so bad that you
tests to determine whether surgery is
just wanted to lock yourself in a
necessary. Schaefer described the
closet. If you have, then you can
injury as having scar tissue or
sympathize with Sandy Martin and
something wrong with the cartilage
the women's cross-country team.
between two bones in her foot. "I
The women's cross-country team
know what's going on but I just
is coming off one of its best year's don't know what the doctors are
ever. The Lady Colonels won the going to do," said Schaefer.
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate
Gaston had been coming back
Championships (KWIC's), the Divislowly the past week so as to not
sion II Regional Championships and
injure the tendon again. She will not
finished sixth jn the Nationals.
run this weekend. Painter is hopeHowever, this year's team has
fully over her tonsilitis and will
been crippled by injuries. Sue probably run in the meet.
Schaefer, the sophomore sensation
Martin remains optimistic in what
and the Lady Colonels Number One has been a pessimistic season.
runner, it probably out for the Martin reflects, "Last season we
season with a foot ailment.
• went the whole season without an
Paula Gaston, the second-rated injury and now this year. I've had
runner on the team, is also injured injuries before but never anything
and may not be back for two weeks like this."
as she nurses a tendon injury.
This could have been the best year
On top of all that Peggy Painter, ever for the women's cross-country
one of the more experienced runners team had it not beeli for the injuries.
on the team as a sophomore, missed Sandy Martin does not complain.
all of last week with a case of She is not pushing her runners back
tonsilitis.
into action. On the contrary she is
Martin commented that, "With- slowing them down so they won't
out these injuries, I don't think
>»
there would be anybody close to
us." Martin is still optimistic that
the team can finish with a good
"I've had injuries before but never anything like this."
record. "It's going to depend on
^
how healthy everyone stays," smiled
Sandy Martin, women's cross-country coach, commenting on the injuries >
Martin, still slightly shell shocked
from the injuries, "and if Paula can to her top two runners which forced cancellation of their first meet of the.;
season. It also puts the defending Regional and Kentucky champions in bad-'
come back from her injury and
shape for the rest of the season.
excell."

"Quote of the Week

A CUT ABOVE
THE REST! I

■

In these liberated times no woman need
settle for weak, ineffective financial
planning. Developing financial
independence and estate security for the
future is as important for women as it is
for men. Your Fidelity Union Life Field
Associate knows that and can help you
achieve a CollegeMaster® or other
program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.

i

:

You deserve it,
218 So. Porter
623-3661

fri JlMtm /

Skin Care &
Hair Designs

Call the Fidelity Union Field Associate
in your area:

BOB ROBERTS
General Agent

Cardinal Valley

1

The
Very Feminine
«H>^Que$lion oiy
Life Insurance

p plasma alliance
LEXINGTON. KY

Cross country
women are
hurting

Row Owens
Steve Dowd
623-3499
Phil Perry
9868369

128 BIG HILL AVE.
Richmond. Ky. 40475
623-7884

Union Life

Patricia Best
Ernie HoUM
Jim Neiton
Larry Roberts
John Raid
623-7704
6237703

Good
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Only

Students • Faculty
our Student or Faculty ID. Card
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SPECIALS
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PANTS,
SPORT in*
SWEATERS COATS #9sT
SKIRTS,
**"*•
PLAIN

DRESSES

ON MINI • LADICI

2 PIECE SUITS

EA.

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AMD
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
OR FOLDED

No mailer wrtial your lavqnte puia ij. HtfioaMp K
jasl My Super Style whan you order your pizza *u » gel lots
morecheese And lots more ol your lavonte loppings Fo<|U«a
IrMe more dough You cm have your SuperSrjde puza"
"••■•* viChewy' orTn»i ntrispy* Any way you want n
Get mote of what you go »or Go new SupefStyte
Or* coupon per p_>,,. >L
per visit Al parttcipeling
IP17/.1 Hut' feslaurants
MedBekmi

firBeaiiontenuletmer
price* through OCT. 31

$2JOOOIT
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tbOum
StaarSM,

One HOUR
DRYCLeaneRS'
*~ *'
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Shopping Center
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Eastern's Invitational puts Colonels
in fast crowd
By WILLIE SAWYERS
Staff Writer
The Arlington cross country
course will be literally running over
with excitement this weekend as a
total of 21 teams from four different
conferences will be competing in the
annual Kentucky Intercollegiate
Championships.
Several All-Americans will be
running in the meet, representing
schools from the Southeastern Conference, Ohio Valley Conference,
the Metro Seven and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
The teams will be divided into
university and college divisions with
Eastern Kentucky. University of

Kentucky, Murray State, Morehead,
Western Kentucky and the University of Louisville in the university
division.
Eastern's track coach Art Harvey
said that he felt that this is one of
the top cross country races in the
country. "We've only sien Kentucky and Morehead, but every
team is very tough. We'll ^have to
run awfully well to place fourth."
This is the last home meet lor the
University and Coach Harvey said
he hopes for a lot of student
support. "We do not have a home
football game this weekend, so if the
students want to see some excellent
cross country, come out to Arlington Saturday."

Revenge sweet
as hockey team splits
Bv MONICA KEIFER
Staff Writer
.Revenge was sweet for the women's
field hockey team as they downed In
diana University 2-1 Friday afternoon in
Euoomington.
In their previous meeting Indiana
tKrashed the Lady Colonels 6-0
""The
goals
were
scored
by Kathy Wilson and Linda Marchese.
Monica Keifer assisted on both goals
These were the first two goals of the
season for the team.
'Coach Lynn Harvel praised Jean
Pnckson for her outstanding defensive
play and also commended Marchese for
tremendous hustle, especially in scoring
Ate winning goal.
Saturday the team played St. Louis
fjniveraity and was beaten 2-0. This
lowered the team's record to 1-2.
.According to Harvel. the only teams
> have beaten St. Louis were the 1st and

2nd ranked teams in the nation.
The field hockey team will play host
to the University of Dayton Saturday
Game time is 1 p.m. at Hood Field. They
are again home Tuesday when they host
Louisville at 4 p.m. at Hood field

Murray State won the meet last
year, with Eastern coming in second.
Last Saturday at the Kentucky
Invitational, the University placed

third again behind Kentucky and the
Mason Dixon Runners. Doug Bonk
finished fifth in the 10,000 meter
race with Bill Morgan right behind
him at sixth.

Lady Colonels
even record at 5-5
By ROB SANDERS
Staff Writer
On the shoulders of a slow
defense and inconsistent passing,
the women's volleyball team dropped a decision to a good University
of Dayton team 12-15, 15-3, 15-4,
15-4 Tuesday.
"We played really well the first
game," explained coach Geri Polvino, "but some how we lost the
combination."
Polvino rested most of the blame
on the team's inconsistent passing.
"We only passed for 47 per cent so»
I'd say that is where we really got
into trouble."
Despite the loss and the overall

play, the lady netters received some
exceptional play from spikers Janie
Burgess (75 percent), Debbie Niles
(88 per cent) and Nancy Stoekle (75
per cent).
"Janie was very consistent for us
and Debbie gave us a good offensive
effort, as dij Nancy," said Polvino.
By splitting two matches earlier in
the week, the team evened its record
to 5 - 5 as they head into tomorrow's
EKU Invitational.
Included in the Invitational will
be: pool one - College of Mount St.
Joseph, Dyke, Kent State, East
Tennessee; pool two - Miami Dade
Community South, North Carolina
- Chapel Hill, Murray and Eastern.

Scoreboard
UPCOMING EVENTS
Football

Field Hockey

Sept 30 - Dayton -1 p.m. - Hood Field
Oct. 3 - Louisville - 4 p.m - Hood Field

Sept. 30 - Austin Peay - Away

Tennis (Men's)
Sept. 30 - Murray State - Away
Tennli (Women's)
Sept. 29-30 - Murray, Southern Illinois
Away
.
Soccer
Sept. 30 - Asbury - 2 p.m. - home
Oct. 2 - UK Grads - 5:30p.m.

Cross-Countrv (Men's)
Sept 30 - Kentucky Intercollegiate
Champ. - Arlington - 10:30 a.m.
Cross-Countrv (Women's)
Sept 30 - KWIC Championships Arlington - 11 a.m.

changec

Vollevball
Sept 29 - 30 EKU Invitational Weaver Gym - 4 p.m.
Oct. 3 - Louisville Weaver Gym
Golf
Sept. 20 - Oct. 1 - Buckeye Fall Classic
Away—————

Rugby
Sept. 30 - Queen City Rugby Club 1 p.m. - home

Iphow by SCOTT ADAM8I

Kathy Lisch, a senior from Springfield. Ohio, gets her racket on the ball
in a recent match. The lady Colonels have won their last two matches in
convincing fashion. They took a 9-0 decision from Louisville last week and
beat Miami (Ohio) 8-1 in Tuesday's match. Their record now stands at 4-0
for the season.

Ads

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
'^ Braces' honey-dippee* frfW»*chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 hot butter-tastin biscuit.

**

i

u »)

'ZCuitet 'n 'JLCLCQ
■

notalgia underpinnings
from Kayser Roth®
Oeliciously romantic! Luster N Lace"
coordinates in luxurious "Silken"* made of
Antron* III nylon.
Petticoat with scallop of
lace and flounce ham,
S. M. L.
$10
Camisole with
pintucked blouson
and tiny buttons.
32-38
$12
Biklnia with scallop of
laca across the front.

5.6.7

4.50

Bra with front closing
and scallop of lace on
soft cups. 32-36 ....$•
All In a tender shading
Of honeydew melon'
"DuPont registered
trademark.

WEDNESDAY

ALL DAY
EVERY
WEDNESDAY

$159

1

REGULAR
S2.0S
VALUE

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLARK-M00RES SCHOOL!
Not good in combination with other
offers. Coupons and discounts.
Copyright 1977

Famous Recipe Fried Chicken «

NOW SERVING:
Pure Hickory Pit Pork Bar-B-Q
AND
Batter - Dipped Catfish
Dinner or Sandwich

^£*5N^*
it tpstes better

NOW OPEN
Fine Dining & The Finest
Fresh Seafood
DAILY LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
MON. - White Fan
Sandwich & Cup
Of Chowder
TUES. - Shrimp
Sandwich & Cup
Of Gumbo

TUESDAY
Night Specials
Steak & Lobster Dinner

a

$9*95
EASTERN BY-PASS
* Sunday -^Thursday
11 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Uavanity Shopping Center

Friday - Saturday
U A.M. - 11 P.M.
■

.

WED. - Clam

Sandwich &

$1.69

Oystar Stew
THURS.

$1.89

$1.89

Scrod

Sandwich &
Chowder

$1.89

FRI. - Oystar Sandwich

& Chowder

9 1 .89

Carry Outs Available
623-8201
*
• SPECIALIZING IN FRIED, ROLLED
AND HALF SHELL OYSTERS
We also feature a full line of FRESH
oEAFOOD Hem including: Clams,
•"•-.v Stuffed Crab, Scallops, Flounder,
Shrimp, Lobster and Ground Beef

■
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Organizations
Dateline

LS: servicing the campus

By GINNY EAGER
(H-MniialloM Editor

All Items appcartag In DaleUae •hould be.•eat la Giany Eager, •rgaaliatiaas eaUtar.
fourth floor. Joaet Building. Profrcu •dice by the Friday preceding paMlcaUaa.

TKr Sigma Alpha Epalhn County Fair
is Friday. Sept 29.1978. The fair starts
at 2 p.m. with a Horseshoe Throwing
Contest Other events are: at 2:20 p.m.
Checkers. 2:40 p.m. Whopper Eating
contest. 3 p.m. break for participation in
the booths. 3.40p.m. Old Time Cigarette
Rolling. 4:10 p.m Cidar Chugging
Contest. 4:30 p.m Egg Toss, 4:50 p.m.
Egg In Your Beer. 5:30 p.m. Ann
Wrestling and 6:10 p.m. Stilt Walking
Contest The rain dates for the fair are
Saturday. Sept 30 and Sunday, Oct. 1.
1978.

By NANCY SPENCER . «
Staff Writer

IMU omicron of Kappa Delta wishes
to announce the forthcoming visit of
their province president, Connie Evans
of Lexington.
Evans will be visiting the Kappa Delta
chapter at the University for the upcoming weekend of Sept. 29 through Oct.
2 While here, she will be reviewing the
chapter and issuing national testa.
Evans is a Phi Beta Kappa masters
graduate of the University of Kentucky
and is currently admissions counselor at
Transylvania University in Lexington.

Times and Places

OOH, that's juicy

Thursday. September 28.1978
11:45 a.m. BSU Lunchencounter. Powell Building
Noon Wesley Foundation communion
4 p.m BSU children's ministry
4 45pm Social Work Students orientation meeting, Wallace 432
6:30 p.m BSU Choir practice
6:30 p.m. Phi Delta Kappa dinner meeting, Powell Building
7 p.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Wallace 346
7p.m. Spanish Club - Sigma Delta Pi meeting, Cammack 223
9: IS p.m. Delta Psi Kappa reception for all interested in joining. Jaggers Room.
Powell Building
4:30 - 6 p.m Association of Law Enforcement meeting, Jaggers Room. Powell
Building
Friday. September 29.1978
BSU Fall Retreat begins. Camp Ontonka
11:30a.m. Computer Users Group meeting. Dining Room A. Powell Cafeteria
6 p.m Student Senate. Grise Room. Combs Building. SAE County Fair
Saturday. September M. 1978
2 p.m. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia screening for their fall musicale. Foster 300
Sunday. September 1.1978
930 am Rap Hour. Wesley Foundation
7 p.m. Wesley Foundation, worship through sharing
Tuesday. October 3.1978
7pm BSU prayer breakfast
7:15 am Wesley Foundation prayer breakfast
3:30 p.m. American Association of University Professors
Ferrell Room. Combs Building
5:30 p.m BSU nursing home visitation
730 p.m Faculty Colloquium program, Burner 100
8:30 p.m. BSU discovery

panel discussion

FOR ANY OCCASION

Iphoto by JAMES KELLEVI

Robin Pater, a freshman journalism major, seems to be enjoying herself
at the Lambda Chi watermelon bust. But Janice Higdon, a freshman
nursing major, appears to be getting the worst part of the watermelon.

Seventh Wonders
support girls
By GINNY EAGER
Organizations Editor

About a year ago a group of students
from Keene Hall formed an
organization called the Seventh Wonders. Their purpose was to support
Women's Sports.
"Wait a minute." "A men's dorm
forming a women's athletes support
club?" That's right
The club has just recently become a
recognized University organization and
this year has expanded to include about
200 members.
There are. surprisingly enough, about
120 really active members
According to Jim Wiggles worth, the
founder of the group. "We not only
support women's sports but we are a
social club too."
The club works on projects and social
functions as well as trying to attend all
the women's basketball and volley ball
games

*.
„

Lambda Sigma is a sophomore honor
society whose members "strive to
achieve leadership, scholarship,
fellowship and service."
To be accepted into Lambda Sigma, a
freshman must attain a 3.3 GPA during
Ins first semester and be involved with
other campus activities. Every year a
membership committee consisting of
officers, alumni and advisors select 3050 members.
Lambda Sigma was once an all
female honor society called CWENS but
in 1975 it changed to a co-ed
organization. In 1977 David Storey was
the first male president. The University
chapter of Lambda Sigma is the Mu
chapter and is considered to be one of
the leading chapters in the nation.
Lambda Sigma is known as a
dependable organization because they
donate their services to the campus and
the community. Some of their completed activities this semester include
helping freshmen move in, passing out
Welcome Wagon packets and helping
the Lions CTub distribute candy for

"We're trying to expand to attend
other women's
games,"
said
Wigglesworth. "but it's hard getting so
many people together."
The club is open to anyone, there are
no dues and the only stipulation is that
the member be willing to support
women's athletes.
Wigglesworth said. "It's different
from other clubs, we have officers for
each different area "
They don't have conventional officers,
but have different people organize each
area, like the social programs, money
making projects and the women's
games There are one or two main
people over these officers.
Some of the upcoming projects they
hope to do are sponsor a float in the
homecoming parade and sell bumper
stickers.
Anyone interested in joining should
contact Jim Wigglesworth at 3070 or at
the Student Association Office.

donations. One of the organization's^?
major projects each year is to decorat«rJ
the Keen Johnson Building foe."
homecoming. Members also work at
student elections.
*"
Laura Schulte, president of LarnbcufSigma, said she was excited about thepotential of the group and thought
everyone else was too. She said that is
what makes the group successful
Schulte also said she thinks the group
can and will make a difference.
Another factor contributing to the
success of the group is their advisor,-/
Martha S. Grise. Grise is a full-time
English teacher and is working on her'
PH.D but still finds the time to give the;
group the attention it needs.
. Lambda Sigma is also an organization
for just having fun. On the first Saturday of the semester, the group had a
party at the Mule Barn at Arlington..
They are planning a party soon foe.,
freshmen to come and see if they wish la
join.
One of the goals of the members is to
get to know each other better. Donna
Bunch, the publicity chairman, said,*"
"Friendship is what our group is all •
about. I've made more friends in thi*^
group this semester than I did my whoHjf.
freshman year."

Organization
welcomes dancers
Editor's note: This is the third article
in a series about the special interest
organizations of the University.
Bv NANCY HATHAWAY
Staff Writer

Like the song says, "Won't you come
dance with me," Virginia Jinks, advisor
for the EKU Dance Theater, is looking
for interested guys and girls of all ages
who like to dance.
Auditions for the Dance Theater are
being held Sept. 12and 14 in the Weaver
Dance Studio, Weaver Building
Everyone is welcome and no dance
background is necessary.
Dance choreographers, Tracy

MacDonakJ and Joan Koleparek will be
instructing classes in modern art
dances, each instructor teaching her.
own style.
Solos and group numbers will be
accented with students being urged to
make up their own movements.
Those students auditioning for Dance,
Theater will be performing in concert at
Brock Auditorium on Nov. 3 and C£
Since EKU Dance Theater is
classified as both a dub and a class,,.
students may sign up for a half hour
credit for the instructional sessions.;
Peri Palm is president of the club thiS
year.
Dance classes will meet Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 6 to 7:15 p.m. in the
Weaver Dance Studio.

218 S. Porter Dr

623-3410

Nothing Sayi

$
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"I LOVE YOU"
Better Than Flowers

2

OFF

With This Coupon

623-1714

The most personal way
to express a feeling

THE OTHER
PLACE
BILL HAMMONS
STUDIED IN

Western Ave.

HAIRCUTTERS

Off W. Main
Free Delivery In Town

ITS A JACKET

LONDON PARIS
NEW YORK A L.A.

c#g$^

ZZZIP

OFF THE SLEEVES
ITS A VEST!

v
Proudly Presents

It's the original

JAC-VEST
STRIPPER

.

"FALL BLAST AND
SUPER TOGA PARTY

»>

TONIGHT
Thursday, September 28th

from Lee-Wald
Just zip the sleeves on or
off to wear as a jacket or
vest. Fashioned with
zipper front and snap-over
fly.
See this super stripper in the
many attractive colors today.

8-2 A.M.
• Reduced Refreshments
• Q Shirts & Albums to
first 75 people in door.

• Special midnight showing
of Animal House at
Campus Cinema - $1.00
off ticket price for

• No Cover-Only if
wearing a To^a!
*

wearing a Toga I
• Fun for all!
» .

-

- * -

WEAR YOUR TOGA!
i *'

k Toga - Toga - Toga - Toga - Toga - Toga • Toga - Toga'- Toga
,
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Arts
Alias

Portrait of struggling musicians
- Il'i a luugh Held to succeed in,
.there's no doubt about that. Many
% (alented musicians have fallen by the
* wayside, unable to sustain the rigors
- and strains of the music business. A

released an album entitled simply
"Alias."
Alias became familiar to many
University students when they
performed as the lead-in act for the

Larry
Bernard
Arts Editor
niusician must be familiar with each
40hd every angle of his business to
e*Jnake it successfully. «
»?• Three young musicians from the
-Richmond area seem to have all the
capabilities and talent to succeed in
4he music world. The group, called
Alias, consists of three University
graduates: Richard "Dash" Nash,
Steve Vire and Charlie Everett.
Alias has made impressive strides
musically in just a little over a year's
Vire and Nash formed the
id Alias in March. 1977, and
it linked up with the other two
August of that same year. The
h>up has become so successful in
lie past year that they have just

>uiz

1.
2.
3.
4.

Starbuck concert held here last year.
"We only knew about the concert
one day in advance," Nash said. "It
was the first actual concert we'd
ever performed. Skip (l)aughcrty)
gave us a real break by letting us
perform."
On the state of music today, Vire
feels that too much music today is
becoming less lyrical and is
becoming more musically oriented
with the birth of disco and punk
rock. However, Vire believes that
music will eventually place a much
bigger emphasis on lyrics.
And that is exactly where Alias
seems to fit in, since so many of
their songs rely heavily on lyrical

content. One of the songs which
manager Fred Roth revealed would
be released as a single, "Start It All
Over Again," contains some very
powerful lyrics. It's a song with
near-likeness to Neil Young, both in
lyrical content and vocals.
The song which will be released to
country music stations is "There
Ain't No Lock Upon My Door."
It's a song that combines an upbeat
country sound with down-home
lyrics that stands a very good
possibility of making it in the less
competitive country field.
Another song on the album is
"Country Girl," a mellowed out
country-rock tune. The lyrical
content in this song stands out:
"Country girl you're a memory.
And you'll always be a part of
me.
That country girl I'll never find.
But I'll see her in my mind."

After listening to the album it's
easy to catch the influence that
various performers have had upon
Alias. Musicians such as John
Denver, Kenny Loggins, Jimmy
Buffett and Dan Fogelberg have all
played an important part in each of
the three performers lives, but this
album clearly demonstrates that
Alias is individualistic, with a talent
that is unique.

What program did Eve Arden star in?
What was the Skipper's fictional name on "Gilligan's Island?"
Who played the daughter on "Father Knows Best?"
What was Dudley Doright's commanding officer's name?
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Job 8. Instant
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Jim Cox Studio
623-3145
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry'*)
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"Wc have a lot of hard work
ahead of us," Vire admitted. "But a
lesson learned is a lesson gained.

of the album to break even. Roth
says he has no doubt the band will

According to Roth, Alias will
only have to sell about 1,000 copies

make it "because "Start li All Over
Again' is a song everyone can relate

Exchange
Classified Ads

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:

1. Brin^ Ad To Progress Office
2. Assessment Will Be Made

College Park Shop. Ctr.

B h J Quick Print "A mil in tha printing
bii" 211 Geri Lane, Richmond. Ky. 40475
10 to 10.000 copies whila you wait
printing.
MAKE •600.00 atuffing our circular* in
your home For Ira* information wirte S fcr
S Enterprise. 6750 Hetzlei Rd . Middle
town. Ohio. 46042
I wel decor eta cakes for any occasion
Can 906-1846.
FOR SALE '74 Mustang II
Hatchback, 4 speed, excellent shape.
♦2.000 firm. 623 2247.

Weekly Album

yF

Specials
Including:
Pink Floyd
Starship
ELO

MQC
9
•

lo."
Roth says the plan is to promote
the album regionally in the
Louisville and Cincinnati areas and
try to "create enough noise so
national stations will pick us up."

3. Take Form To Btirsair"* Window. •
4. Return Form To Progress Office

Exchange —

Jackets

623-5058

VWzZr

(Photo by Jim Thomeson)

that their first album has just been released.

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students

BYPASS

Phone 623-9517

Richard "Dash" Nash, Charlie Everett and Steve
Vire, otherwise known as "Alias," remark on the fact

Camera for sal*. 3 montn old Fupca A Z\
body, excellent condition. Can 623-0425
after 5 p.tn.

EXTRA HOURS MM you «50000 par
'000
rid.-•...,,m envelopes for ma.
Prompt re., v CERTIFIED MAIL - MART,
5700 Trenton Franklin Rd.. Middletown
OhKi 45042.
Landadown Club win be available foe
private party rental. For more information
can 606 277 3606 Monday Friday 10:004:00 Lexington. Ky,
Delivery Personnel Wanted
days or
nights available Make between S3 50 and
14.50 per hour Must be 18. have own car
with insurance, be able to work weekends
and hustle during the rush. Apply m
person. Domino's Pure
118 South
Collins- Only those willing to work need
apply Advancement lo manager trainee
available if desired.

EXPERIENCED Ktt PUNCH
OPERATORS WANTED
Appalachian Computer Services. Inc is
looking for SKperrenced keypunch operators to fW fun time or pan lime openings in
our Berse office ACS offers qualified
applicants an esceaent starting salary,
semiannual salary reviews and a comprehensive fringe benefit program including:
Blue Cross Blue Shield Medical Ineurence. Life Insurance, srek pay. paid
holidays and paid vacation
To piece your application, stop by tha
office or cat 886-1107. ACS s office is
located m Glades Park. Glades Road.
Berea. Kentucky.
Typing done quickly and efficiently at
minimal coat Phone 625-5083 et any time.

SERVICE DIRECTORY, . .
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Plus In Store
Tape Special

>5 79

DIAL
BIBLE
MOMENT
«.

624-2427

Madison
Flower

Attention
-■

Bridal Registry
Engraving Dane /n Store
One Day Service
.

142 N. 2nd

623-9676

BILL RICE INSURANCE AGENCY
"Your Student Health Agency"

623-6581

Sorority & Fraternity,
Faculty,
College Departments,
Student Organizations

Contract Room
It Now Available

.

Silver
Pewter
Misc. Gifts

Compliments Of

Office

200 Person Capacity For
Dances & Parties
Private Parties 150 Person Capacity
Crystal
Jewelry

... Located at 400 E. Mala, oar Rower
Shop specializes in arrangements of
bouquets astd polled plants. Slop by aattl
let a* awraasfja jwar rant flower |

PRINTING b OFFICE SERVICES
Kentucky Printing Company
QUICK COPY - THEISIS - BOOKLETS
RESUMES
Richmond Complete Print Shop
Col leg. Park

Lexington East
606-252-2262 Ext. 197

Ph. 623-0828

TV SERVICE
RICHMOND CABLE TV
"Best Connection In Toym"
HOOK UP SPECIAL
$5.00
226 W. Irvm St.
Available In
Richmond. Ky.
Cable Arses Only

SERVICE STATION
HAMM'S GULF
24 Hr. Wrecker Service
Student Checks
Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky.

University Plaza
Phone 623-0604,

WATSON'S T0 SERVICE
Service on most Makes
and models
312 IRVINE STREET
PH 823-3272

GUN SERVICE

HOLIDAY INN

112 Big Hill Av.
Richmond, Ky. 40475

CASX: T ;** WOP
303 Oari Lane

Eastern By-Peas
Richmond. Ky.
Louts O. Reeves Office 623*280
FFL 61 -fl387 Horns 623-1677

BARGERS EXXON QUICK SERVICE
TIRE SALES
Dependable Towing Service

"We'll come out and start your car"
EKU BY-PASS
Phone
Richmond, Ky. -

. 023-8711 '

RAY BROOKS STANDARD
- front End /yignmerit ■Brake itoork ' ,
Tune-Up
188 E. Main «
Phone .
Richmond. Ky.
. 623 4084

BROWNE'S OFFICE SUPPLY
Office And School Supply

Phone
823-4366

212 Water Street
Richmond. Ky.

FLOWER SERVICE
MADISON FLOWER SHOP
Present this ad for
25c! off on next local .. purchase
Phone 623-160%. 400 E. Mam

PET SUPPLIES SERVICE
TROPICAL HOUSE

.

Large Selection of Tropical & Marine;
Fish. Pets and Supplies'*
10% off With This Ad
. Only
Good Thru
218 Porter Or.
Ph. 623-7223

.T
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'Bride of Frankenstein'

Special horror classic to be presented on campus
By BMAN CHIC
Guest Writer

A special horror classic will be
presented October 5th and 6th in the
Pearl Buchanan Theatre as a part of
the University Film Series: "The
Bride of Frankenstein", James
Whale's amusing parody-sequel to
his own 19? 1 "Frankenstein," was
released in 1935 and today stands as
the only sequel to ever surpass its
original.
Described by noted film critic
Ramsey Campbell as "an adult fairy
tale," the Frankenstein subject was
treated less seriously as director
Whale parodied not only Tyrolean
atmosphere, but also the stilted
acting technique of the early thirties.
The over-done funeral scene at
the film*s opening shows humble
peasants of the village mocking
stiff, expressionistic German cinema
in their ornate procession to the
castle. This sarcasm was typical of
James Whale and he teaches the
audience with delicious devices how
to "pretend to be frightened."
A very young (and oddly
attractive) Elsa Lanchester not only
plays the title role, but also portrays
a dainty Mary Shelley who explains
her pre-ERA motives in the
introduction. Her "conception" as
the Monster's Mate is a spectacle
which is still regarded a classic scene
by movie goers.

Boris Karloff portrays the burned-but-belligerent Monster for the
second time and finds a voice to
accompany his grunts and snarls.
Trades in I93S described Mr.
Karloff in top form nod Variety
noted his "subleties of emotion that
were surprisingly real and touching".
The late Mr. Karloff continued
his portrayal with adequate pathos
as purists insist a percentage of the
film's horror stems from what is
done to him, rather than what he
does to others. Always the curious
outcast, it was the Frankenstein
Monster that was responsible for the
most fan mail received by Mr.
Karloff from hundreds of symaphetic children.
Franz Waxman's idealistic musical score grandly sets the stage with
a fun set of individual themes. As
the score itself is often regarded as
one of the picture's stars, Charles
Gerhardt and the National Philharmonic recently re-recorded an
orchestral suite from "Bride" for
RCA records.
The imaginative sets, slanted
photography and topnotch performances make "The Bride of
Frankenstein" a superior entry in
the genre of classic film fantasy and
a welcome addition to the University
campus autumn atmosphere.

What's happening
Starbuck
The rock group Starbuck will appear in concert in Brock Auditorium
on Friday, Sept. 29. Tickets are S2
for students and S3 for non-students. Tickets are available at the
Powell Information desk and Curriers Music World.

Heart
Heart will appear in concert at Rupp
Arena on Sept. 29. Walter Egan is
scheduled as special guest star.
Heart's hits include "Magic Man,"
"Barracuda" and "Dreamboat Annie.

Harry Carey
Harry Carey, former cowboy movie
star, will present scenes from classic
Western movies on Oct. 4 in Brock
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admission
is free to the public.

Students put some finishing touches on the set for the upcoming
University theatre production of "Otherwise Engaged." The play runs Oct.
3-7, with a Thursday matinee at 3 p.m.
1
.

TV Roundup
Sunday
Centennial - (NBC) James Mitcheners novel comes to television as a
26 hour "mini-series". The longest
and most expensive one yet. Starring
Robert Conrad and Richard Chamberlain.
Opium - (8 PBS) the first in a three
part report on Southeast Asia's
illegal opium trade. It covers it all,
the growers, dealers and heroin
addicts. To be shown on three
consecutive nights at 8.

Monday
Faculty Art Show
The Faculty Art Show continues
through Monday, Oct. 2. Faculty
works are presented such as ceramics, metalwork, prints, jewelry and
photographs.

photo By JAMES KELlSVI

Finishing touches

Little Women - (9 NBC) A new
adaptation of Louisa May Alcoa's
1868 novel. Shown in two parts on
two consecutive nights the cast
include Greer Garson and Robert
Young.

Tuesday
Paper Cahse - (8 CBS) A show that

should appeal to the collegiate set
features a struggling law student in
various 'situations.' Jack Albertson
fans should catch Grandpa Goes to
Washington this week since rumor
has it that NBC will can it very soon.
For sports fans, the baseball playoffs begin.

Wednesday
CBS will feature the movie, "Network" at 9. Paddy Chayefsky's
1976 film won several Oscar nominations. Dick Clark's variety show
will be on for one of its few
appearances; it joo will ■efethe ait.
Opera fans shpuld catcnj, JJcverly
Sills and the New York Opera on the
educational station.

•

Friday
Best bet for this evening is a night
out. The baseball playoffs are
scheduled to continue ... Rockford
Files and Incredible Hulk will do ...
if there's absolutely nothing else on
the agenda.

Neil Young
Neil Young, of Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young fame, will appear in conceit
Oct. 11 at Rupp Arena at 8:00 p.m. Young's group, Crazy Horse, will also
appear.
*

170 EAST MAIN

NOW OPEN
Come b check us out
Cassette, 8 track tapes
Records & other material.

Garland Jett

W. Main Richmond, Ky.
Downtown

ClotnTng for Men. . .
Sport ShlrtS

Kennington

Campus ■
Van Heuson

Sweaters Jantsen Colligaman
Kennington, Campus

/

Jeans

Mate. Levi, Disco
H.I.S.. Viceroy

Shoes Jafmon, Levi,
—"*■"""~~" Vineburg

Names With Quality Sewn In
Tops & Sweaters
For Ladies

Save $5, $6, $7
During Fall Preparation'
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News.

£W New association considered
,«-__.t
i
(Continued■ from

page__.
one.)i
Cooper and Steve Foster, Student
Association president both hold
positions as officers in the ASF,
Cooper is treasurer and Foster is on
the Board of Directors.
Both stated that they would
continue to work with the ASF if the
Student Senate doesn't join, but
that it would not take away from
their obligation as president and
vice-president. "It would be a
weekend job." j
The first meeting of the ASF is on
Thursday, October 26 in New

_ .

_

.

Orleans. The money Foster and
Cooper use to pay for the trip will
come out of their own pocket,
according to Foster.
"We feel that the Student Senate
will join the ASF as a member but
not sure if they will join as a charter
member," said Cooper.
The reasons given by Foster and
Cooper for taking the withdrawal
from the U.S.S.A. before the old
Senate rather than waiting for the
new Senators to take office were
that it was something that needed to
be acted on now and the old

■of uihal
Senators «._j
had a_ ■-——
better lAmm
idea of
what

has been happening with the USSA,
the ones coming in right. It was a
unanimous cabinet decision to go
ahead and lake a vote, on the
decision about joining the ASF,
everyone will be starting out on the
same level.
Despite the fact that they are
already involved in the ASF as
officers, Foster and Cooper do not
feel that the Senate is committed to
join the ASF. "We cannot represent
the students," said Foster, "only
ourselves."

Senate tallies results
(Continued from page one.)
52
Carol Lawson
78
Don McNay
62
Sheri Meffard
50
Susan Mudd
96
Charlie Yonts

[photo by JAMES KELLEYI

Busting Campus
sororities converge, on a straw stack containing the watermelons used during Lambda
Chi's Watermelon Bust last week. The event was staged on the field behind Commonwealth
loose Hall. Delta Sigma Theta won the contest.

By YVONNE L. EDMONDS
Staff Writer
Hubcaps and parking decals have
been disappearing recently from
cars parked on campus, according
to the University's Division of
Public Safety.
On Sept. 12, a student reported
that his transferable staff decal had
been taken while his vehicle was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum lot.
Two other cases of decal thefts were
reported the following day, one
report being that of Carol Wood,
employee for the Division of Public
Safety.

—

85
78
88
89

(Continued from page one.)

staked out a couple of the parkmg
lots in hopes of finding those
committing these thefts," he said.
Five separate incidents of wheel
cover thefts from campus vehicles
were reported last week. In each of
these cases, all four wheel covers
were stolen from the parked
vehicles.
The Division of Public Safety
suggest thai if you own a car.
engrave your wheel covers and other
parts of your vehicle with your
social security number so they will
be readily identifiable and to
consider buying wheel cover locks,
available at any supply house.

Speaking of the senate's recent
withdrawal from the United States
Student
Association
(USSA),
Hutchison said, "Foster and Cooper are dealing in national and state
issues and not in issues confronting
the Eastern student.
"They are interested in withdrawing from the USSA and that has
dominated the business of the last
two senate meetings."
Cooper said that there has only
been one senate meeting since there
was not a quorum present at the
other meetings.
Cooper also said that the regular
business was taken care of before
the matter of the USSA withdrawal

EKU CENTERBOARD

EKU CENTERBOARD

96
69
100
87
78
M
88
46
30
58

Ricky A. Mattox
Elissa Perry
Mary Strodtback
Mike Lotto
College of Law Enforcement
Greg Land
Mark Triplet!
Cindy L. White
Write In
Maria Domenech
Debbie Pelle

was discussed.
Hutchison would not comment
when asked if he or the Progressive
party would oppose Eastern's entry
into the American Student Federa-

Barb Hawley's 't* job
(Continued from page one.)

On a less professional scale, but
certainly just as important as any of
her other projects, was a "Wildcat"
painting on canvas she made for her
father's birthday. She gave it to
him this past weekend after UK's
victory over Baylor.
In the next couple of weeks she'll
be busy filling the t-shirt orders she
picked up at the fair.

She's finished 17 out of the 32 in
the last two weeks, but it looks like
she'll continue adding to her list, at
the rate people have been calling and
asking about orders for birthdays
and Christmas.
It's going to be strictly t-shirts for
a while, so she'll have to tune into
her headphones and escape into her
own little Kansas world.

EKU CENTERBOARD

SOLEDAD PRODUCTIONS PRESENT...

HARRY CAREY, JR.
AND
THE WESTERNS
4

9

8>
•:-:

HIS KNACK FOR
MIMICRY PLUS WELL
CHOSEN SCENES
FROM RUNS MADE
US FEEL WE WERE
ACTUALLY VIEWING
AN ALL STAR CAST."
-Burbank DaUy Rtirlew

«
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"HARRY CAREY, JR.
WON THE CROWD
OVER WITH HIS EASY
MANNER, NATURAL
DELIVERY AND
WEALTH OF BEHIND
THE SCENES TRIVIA
REGARDIN6 THE MOST
REVERED NAMES IN
WESTERN FILMDOM."
—Glendale Niws-Press
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Friday, September 29
8:00 P.M.
Brock Auditorium
Special Guest
Jon Maguire Rocket Band

•
IjM

IN FEUSON AND OK FILM

ty

Why is Jimmy Stewart fumy?
Jean Fart a gotoi?

What mitts Richard Wldmirk mad?
WIN) was Jahti Wayat's hart?

October 4T 7:30 p.P*
Brock Auditorium
No Admission Charge

i

EKU Full-Time Students — $2 *'
All-others and tickets at door — $3
Tickers on sole at the Powell Building, Information
Desk and Cauhfor'* Window, Coatmm Administration
Building and Currier'* Mu*ic World.
•
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25
48
28
II
6
4

The matter probably would not be
brought up at the next Student
Senate meeting, according to Foster.
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PRESENTS IN CONCERT

A MUST SEE...
FULL OF ANECDOTES,
INTERESTINfi TRIVIA
AND SERVES AS A
NOSTALWC SWEEP OF
THE GENRE."
-Lot Angttei Tints

29
46
24

Senate faces party politics

Hubcaps, decals
stolen from campus autos
"I suspect that more of the decals
are lost rather than stolen because
there is little use for them," said
John R. Goolsby, Division of Public
Safety. According to Goolsby, the
decals are readily identifiable and if
anyone is caught with these decals,
ihey will be barred from driving on
campus.
Two of these cases occurred in the
Lancaster lot, while the others were
in the Walters, Telford and
University Drive areas.
"Wheel covers are highly vulnerable items just as Citizen's Band
Radios and tape players were at one
time," said Goolsby. "We have

College of
Timothy R. Adkins
Paul Clere
Mike Daley
John Doherty

Charles M.Floyd
Mark C. Hester
Dwight Hutchison
Chris Kremer
Sherri Shaffer
David W. Simpson
Stephen Starbuck
College of Education
Barbara Durham
Robert R. Frey
Paulette Johnson

